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Dedication
has always
Madelyn Williamson
woman of great devo-

been

a

and commitment

tion

to the

town of Epping. Since her initial residency began some 30 year years ago,

honored by being the cane's presenter
three times.

With her love of gardening and
landscaping, Madelyn can be found
enjoying time and tending to her lovely gardens and creating wonderful

Madelyn's voluntary involvement in a
host of community services and her

wreathes

"We can do

Madelyn continues

this" attitude,

has always

provided a sense of guidance and inspiration that has influenced many

people in town, as well as the town
itself.

Madelyn's early involvement in
Epping began in the Community Theater where, for 15 years, she could be
seen performing in a host of roles and

at

her

home

at

Clover Farm.

be a strong supporter of her town and community. She
does this because she enjoys it tremendously and also because "it's simply the
right thing to do". Through Madelyn's
caring, contributions and effort, Epping
continues to be a better place, thanks
to

Madelyn Williamson

to her.

singing in the various production plays.

But this was only the beginning

.

.

.

For the past 21 years, Madelyn has
been a member of the Epping Cemetery

True,

Epping
Joy

President

of

Historical Society,

the
is

Lodge, a volunteer for the "Upping
Epping" Scholarship Fund, and an

Preservation Committee w^here

a lifelong resident of Epping.

and
descendant research on

Throughout the years, she has
been active in many community

the 1970's.

organizations.

Kids" water safety program in the

she has helped locate, chart, clean,

provide direct

over 80 cemeteries in town. She also

had been instrumental

organizer of the street clean-ups in

She taught the

"Water and

adop-

Joy has been a Cub Scout den

tion of state laws protecting cemeteries

mother, a 4-H leader, a Sunday

Elementary School.
Joy worked with Irene Cote

from vandalism.
For the past four years and ongoing she has been a member of the

School teacher, a school volun-

verifying

teer and, a library volunteer. She

Epping Historic Commission and for

Department's

in the

the past nine years, she has

been the

curator for the Historical Society.

was

a

member

Auxiliary, a

a

member

of the Epping Fire
"Firebelles"

member

Ladies

of the DAR,

of the Fern Rebeccah

For the past eight years, Madelyn
has

been a

lishing the
ety,

Epping Historical Soci-

and was

its first

president.

She has located and catalogued several old cemeteries
in town, and served on the "Old
Home Days" committee.
Currently, Joy is busy helping

Peace and

Justice of the

town records, and was
on the committee to return Watson Academy to its former state.
Joy was instrumental in estab-

Notary Public, as which she has per-

formed over one hundred wedding
ceremonies.

She has had the pleasure of workcommittee to help create the look and feel of
the Epping Safety Complex. She has

to refurbish the Historical Society

also assisted in particular building de-

statistic records, in

response to an

number

of requests for

ing with the town's building

such as the dormers and brick
now an integrated part of the
new Wal-Mart. While working w^ith the
Town Selectman, Madelyn became instrumental in re-adopting and bringing
back the "Boston Post Cane to Epping,
which recognizes and honors the oldest person in town. Madelyn has been

building.

She

is

pictures of the

people, and

is

recording past

signs,

increasing

that are

this information.

"

Joy True

cataloguing old

town and townsvital

Joy has been committed to improving what we have in the town
by honoring its past while looking
toward the future.
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In

Memoriam

Roger Gauthier 1929-2005

Roger's service and dedication

tff-^^- ^^

to the

Town of Epping was

long and diverse. He served

on the

Fire

Department, Police

Department, Water and Sewer

Commission and as Selectman.

worked

for City Concrete.

worked

National Footwear here in

from 1979-1985, took a break and then
served from 1992-1997. While serving
as Selectmen, Roger spearheaded the
clean up of the Keefe Environmental

to

work

at

City Concrete

again as a dispatcher until

1968. In 1970

the

he joined

Carpenters Union in

Haverhill.

worked

From 1974 Roger

at

the

Haverhill

Post Office until retirement
in 1991.

Roger's

water tower in his honor.

dedication

service
to

was long and

the

and

Town

diverse. In

1946 he joined the Epping

Department as a cadet
and he served on the Fire Department
until the 1960's. While on the Fire Department Roger was involved in several
rescue attempts on the Lamprey River,
and rose to the rank of Captain. At the
age of 16, Roger joined the Epping Police Department as a cadet under Chief
Eddie Lavoie. In the 1960's, Roger
coached Little League. He served as a
coach for the Legion Softball program
in the early 1970's. Roger was also a
Fire

Bom

in

Epping on December

14,

1929 to Hermina and Joseph

Roger

Gauthier,

moved

to

where he lived
Epping
Grammar School and graduated from
Watson Academy in 1948. Roger enBartlett Street in 1936,

for

65

years.

the

He

Army

attended

being
discharged, he worked in the Goldberg
Shoe Shop in Haverhill, where he met
his wife Helen. From 1955-1957 Roger

listed in

in 1949. After

of the Civic Fact Finders for

6-7 years. Roger served as Selectman

Epping, only to leave there

Roger Gauthier at the dedication of the new

member

at

After 1957, he

Services

site.

Roger served twice on the Water
and Sewer Commission first from 19761979, then from 1999 to 2005. As Chairman of the Water and Sewer Commission he was instrumental in building
the new wastewater treatment facility
and water tower.
He is survived by his wife, Helen
of Epping; two daughters,
Linda G. Gauthier of Epping and Lisa
A. Gauthier of Savannah, Ga.; three
Gauthier,

sons, Joseph R. Gauthier

and

his wife,

Sharon of Epping, Edward P. Gauthier
and his wife, Terri of Nottingham, and
Selectman Thomas M. Gauthier Sr., and
his wife, Kimberly, of Epping; 10 grand-

children;

three

four

sisters,

great-grandchildren;

Rita Curtis of

Hampton,

Irene Talbot of San Antonio, Texas, and
Lucille

Howard of Nottingham;

nieces and nephews.

several
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Town Meeting Minutes
March

8,

2005
deliberative

The
Town

session of the

Meeting was held on
Tuesday February 8, 2005 at the
Epping Middle High School Gymnasium. The meeting was called to order
by Moderator Robert Goodrich at 7:05

The

p.m.

journed

deliberative session

at 10:15

was ad-

p.m. Board of Select-

Susan McGeough made
a presentation to Frances Allen in appreciation of her many years of service
to the community. A second presenta-

men Chairman

tion

was made

Goodspeed

to Charlie

in appreciation of his contributions to

two major projects in the Town. The
first was to stabilize and reattach the
emergency stairway at the Town Hall.
The second project was the demolition

Budget Committee - 3 Years
Vote for 3
Elizabeth Conrad - 787
Brenda McCartney - 772
James McGeough - 880
Judi Rogers - 341
Tammy Parenteau Shennett - 356

Water & Sewer Commissioner

Write Ins

-3 Years

Noreen

Cloutier

-

16

Elizabeth Conrad, Brenda IVIcCartney

and James McGeough were elected
Cemetery Trustee - 3 Years
Vote for 1
Marilyn Perry - 1139
Marilyn Perry was elected

Ward - 3 Years

- 3 Years
Vote for 1

Henry DeBoer - 1133
Henry DeBoer was elected
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Vote for 1

Brown - 327
David Mylott - 535
Paul Spidle - 375
David Mylott was elected
Paul

2: AMENDING ZONING ORDINANCE ARTICLE 19 Are you in favor
of the adoption of Amendment No. 1

ARTICLE

Richard Cantrall - 1151

by the Planning Board for
town zoning ordinance to change
Article 19 as follows: To clarify that

Bridge.

The final presentation by the
Board was to Hank Letoumeau for his

Richard Cantrall was elected

sandw^ich boards and other such signs

years of dedication to protecting the

Library Trustee - 3 Years

and reconstruction of the

Mill Street

Fire

Vote for 1

as proposed

the

are considered free-standing signs for

Vote for 1

purpose of regulating the same and to
require a Conditional Use Permit for the

resident of

Cheryl Denoncour - 1192

installation of internally lighted signs

entire career as

Cheryl Denoncour was elected

in the

citizens

of Epping.

Hank

is

a lifelong

Epping and has spent his
an EMT and Firefighter.
The 2004 Town Report has been dedicated to Hank.
Police Chief Greg Dodge then
made a presentation to Part Time PoSargeant

lice

Richard

Newman

in

Planning Board - 3 Years
Vote for 1
Michael Morasco - 486

Gregory Tillman - 643

honor of his 25 years of service in the
Epping Police Department. Since joining the department in 1980, Dick has

Gregory Tillman was elected

covered the Saturday night patrol and

Vote for 1

has served as acting chief

when Greg

has been away.

The following discussion took
and final voting was by official
ballot on March 8, 2005. The polls
opened at 8:00 a.m. and closed at 7:30
p.m. There were 1377 regular voters

who

Central

and Industrial Commercial
Zones where such signs are currently

permitted without the requirement for

such a permit. [RECOMMENDED BY
THE PLANNING BOARD]
Results: Planning Board Chairman

Graham explained
Selectman - 3 Years

Ron LaChance - 389
Susan Vallone McGeough - 906
Susan McGeough was elected

place

and 33 absentee voters for a total of
1410 voters. There were 55 new vot-

Highway Commercial,

Business,

that the

Rob

planning

board has al"ways assumed that free
standing signs were under their jusisdiction, but there had been questions
about this and this article will clarify
the

issue.

In

addition,

internally

lit

be regulated to be sure they
are tasteful and comply with the sursigns will

Treasurer - 3 Years
Vote for 1

James McGeough - 790
Rita Sud - 488

rounding architecture.

YES -924
Article

NO -390

2 PASSED

James McGeough was elected

clerks

Trust Fund Trustee - 3 Years
Vote for 1

3: AMENDING ZONING ORDINANCE ARTICLE 6 Are you in favor
of the adoption of Amendment No. 2

follows.

Mark Kucera - 1137
Mark Kucera was elected

the tow^n zoning ordinance to change

ers

ARTICLE

registered at the polls. Ballot

were Ann Marie Gomez-Amaru,
Andrew Vallone, Patricia Sutliffe, and
Barbara MacDonald. The results are as

as

proposed by the planning board

for

Article 6 as follows: to clarify incon-
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sistencies regarding regulatory require-

ments for the installation of multi-family

where permitted

units within zones

and

to update the definition of wet-

lands as required by state law in de-

termining

minimum

lot sizes for

such

[RECOMMENDED BY THE
PLANNING BOARD]
facilities.

Rob Graham explained that
amendment would give a definition

Results:
the

of wetlands that

is

consistent with the

ances of water that may degrade waThis setback applies to the

ter quality.

and

THE PLANNING BOARD]
Results:

The purpose

tor to require the builder to

of this article

is

Boards goal to
promote high water quality standards
and to protect the watershed areas.

to reinforce the Planning

Article 5

ARTICLE

6:

AMENDING ZONING OR-

proposed by the planning board for
the town zoning ordinance to Article
10 (Epping Wetlands Ordinance) as fol-

in favor

Amendment No.

5

as

proposed by the planning board for
town zoning ordinance to change
Article 8 (Flood Plain Development Ordinance) as follows: to adopt the lat-

are over

ous with the banks of the Lamprey,
North, Pawtuckaway, and/or Piscas-

required to

is

tional flood insurance program.

new maps
are

al-

citizens to participate in the na-

shown on

aerial

The

May 2005 and

take effect in

photos for clearer

delineation of the flood boundary.

The

remainder of the ordinance will be unchanged. [RECOMMENDED BY THE

1

Rivers

sic

tion of

acre in size or are contigu-

and

to update the defini-

wetlands to the

definition.

state

mandated

Rob Graham explained

the Federal government
this

change.

If this is

is

that

[RECOMMENDED BY THE

Results: This article will also protect

the watershed areas, but
all

it

applies to

wetlands, not just riverbank proper-

ARTICLE

7:

AMENDING ZONING ORAmendment No.

Are you

in favor

6

5: AMENDING ZONING ORDINANCE ARTICLE 9 Are you in favor
of the adoption of Amendment No. 4

proposed by the planning board for
the town zoning ordinance to Article
11 (Administration) as follows: To update all references to building codes
from the 2000 version of the BOCA
building code to the 2003 International
Building Code versions. To provide
the Building Official with authority to

proposed by the planning board for
the town zoning ordinance to Article 9

have certain plans and submissions reviewed by technical professionals. To

(Riverbank Protection

clarify

as

District) as fol-

lows: to increase the setback from 100
feet to 150 feet
rivers

named

from the banks of the

in the District for the in-

stormwater
drainage structures, and other convey-

stallation of septic systems,

Results: This article will

make

it

clear

any Dual Use Special Exception
must be a permitted use in the zone. It
also eliminates the requirement for Site

Plan Review by the Planning Board for
Special Exceptions.

YES -969
NO -286
Article 8 PASSED
9: PROHIBITING THE CONSTRUCTION METHOD OF HAMMER OR

ARTICLE

PILE-DRIVING Are you in favor of the

Amendment No. 8

citizen petition in

with RSA 675:4
dinance for all

11

ARTICLE

To eliminate duplicative pro-

visions.

posed by

DINANCE ARTICLE

could be in jeapordy

for

to Article

13 (Zoning Board of Adjustment) as
follows:

YES -969
NO -358
Article 6 PASSED

of the adoption of

YES -1080
NO -244
Article 4 PASSED

town zoning ordinance

the

adoption of

by

the Town, a resident's flood insurance

No. 7

proposed by the planning board

ties.

mandating

not passed

Amendment

as

PLANNING BOARD]

PLANNING BOARD]
Results:

13 Are you in favor

of the adoption of

that

as

low

AMENDING ZONING OR-

8:

DINANCE ARTICLE

from 50 feet to 75 feet from the
edge of wetlands where the wetlands

the

maps. The adoption

completed within one year.

[RECOMMENDED BY THE
PLANNING BOARD]

tures

revisions to the flood plain

conform

their project is not

lows: to increase the setback for struc-

DINANCE ARTICLE 8 Are you in favor
Amendment No. 3

FEMA

if

YES -905
NO -395
Article 7 PASSED
ARTICLE

PASSED

of this area.

est

newer codes

to

NO -333

YES -1000

NO -301
YES -1019
Article 3 PASSED

of the adoption of

are cur-

permits a one year expiration period.

of the adoption of

AMENDING ZONING OR-

we

will also give all building

This will allow the Building Inspec-

any wetlands cannot be used as part

4:

It

[RECOMMENDED BY

Piscassic Rivers.

DINANCE ARTICLE 10 Are you

ARTICLE

rently using.

Lamprey, North, Pawtuckaway, and/or

State's definition. Multifamily units will

require 40,000 square feet per unit

building codes to the ones

as

the expiration date of building

town zoning

districts

or-

To
method of

as follows:

construction

prohibit the

hammer

for the

as pro-

accordance

or vibratory pile- driving with-

in 1,500 feet of

any occupied building,

or property containing domestic animals, without the written permission of

the property owner. Existing construction projects are exempted.

TION;

[BY PETI-

NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE

PLANNING BOARD]
Results: Richard Irving,

one of the Pe-

titioners explained that the

reason for

this article is the recent construction
at

the Lowes

The sound and viwas horarticle would give the

site.

bration from the pile-driving

permits and the process to apply for a

rendous and

new

residents near such construction the

building permit

upon

expiration.

this

[RECOMMENDED BY THE PLANNING

right to say

BOARD]

ning Board Chairman Rob Graham expressed his opinion that this article is

Results: This article will update the

no

to the

method. Plan-

Town of Epping
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short sighted. There are several build-

face area. This

give the

Town

have been approved that are
on unsteady ground where pile driving
would be the safest method of construction. Allowing residents to have
veto power over the method of con-

a shorter road to maintain, and

would

ings that

struction could hold

up the

project.

Resident Will Mailhot urged passage of
this article saying that the noise

would

Community

of Justice Office of

Ori-

allow the developer to better preserve

ented Policing Services Grand funded
at $50,000.00 per year. Approval would

open space. The

call for a total

with this

were satisfied
and there will be no

abutters

article,

encroachment on the Burley property.
YES -804
NO -469
Article

10 PASSED

estimated increase of
$264,365.00 (Two Hundred Sixty Four

Thousand Three Hundred

Sixty Five

Dollars) in fiscal years 2004, 2005,

and

2006. $114,365.00 (One Hundred Fourteen Thousand Three Hundred Sixty

was
ARTICLE 11: POLICE CRUISER To see

be raised by taxes
revenue from the
grant of $150,000.00 (One Hundred
Fifty Thousand Dollars). Upon termi-

you were living within 200
feet of construction. Code Enforcement
Officer Kevin Kelley remarked that all
piles were driven successfully with no
reported damage. He felt that the 1500

the

foot distance (1/4 mile) in this article

a

was unreasonable. There are many areas in Town where the soil type would
require pile driving for safety, and
without this option the land would be

age vehicle for the Police Department;

tional full-time police officer positions.

and to raise and appropriate the sum
of Ten thousand seven hundred and
fifty

worthless. Rita Mailhot stated that until

year's

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED; NOT
RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 1-4; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMIT-

gone they will not know for
is any damage. Also, since
she works nights and needs to sleep
in the day time, sleep was impossible.

will contain a non-appropriation clause

TEE

and

Results: Chief

too loud

the frost
sure

if

if

is

there

Selectman

Kim

Sullivan explained that

the Board of Selectmen did what they

could to mitigate the noise.

He

thought

was greater 1500 feet away
was at the site, and doesn't be-

the noise

than

it

lieve this article

is

necessary.

YES -384
NO -943
Article 9 FAILED

the

Town

will

vote to

authorize

Board of Selectmen to enter

into

a three (3) year lease agreement for
the purpose of leasing

new 2005 Ford

and equipping

police cruiser pack-

dollars ($10,750.00) for the

first

payment. This lease agreement

expected to cost a grand total
of Thirty-two thousand two hundred
and fifty dollars ($32,250.00) with a
One-Dollar ($1.00) purchase option at
the end of the lease term. [MAJORITY
is

VOTE REQUIRED; RECOMMENDED
BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 50; RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET
COMMITTEE 10-0-1]
Results: Police Chief

Greg Dodge ex-

plained that the Department currently

ARTICLE 10: DISCONTINUANCE OF
TURKEY HILL ROAD To see if the Town
will vote to discontinue absolutely those

portions of a Class VI roadway,

known

from Route 87 to
a point 187 feet north of the boundary
of the Preston and Burley properties.
Turkey Hill Road originates at Campground Road (Route 87) at the Preston property and continues northerly
to the former property of John Warren and North River Road [MAJORITY
as Turkey Hill Road,

VOTE REQUIRED; RECOMMENDED
BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 5-0]
Results:

if

Rob Graham explained

that

has two 1998 Crown Victorias, one an
unmarked car with 189,000 miles on it,

and one cruiser with 125,000 miles. He
plans to retire one of these vehicles.
The Department also has two 2001
cruisers, one 2003 cruiser, and two
2004 vehicles.
YES -791
NO -558
Article 11

ARTICLE

PASSED

COPS FAST
Town will vote
and appropriate the sum of

GRANT To
to raise

12:

see

POLICE
if

the

$70,810.00 (Seventy Thousand Eight
Hundred Ten Dollars) for the hiring of
two additional full-time police officers

the section of road to be discontinued

to include benefits. $20,810.00

runs through a proposed subdivision.

Thousand Eight Hundred Ten Dollars)
is to be raised by taxes. The balance
of $50,000.00 (Fifty Thousand Dollars) shall be provided by an approved
three year United States Department

Rather than have the subdivision use
the old roadway, this would allow them
to create a

be shorter

new roadway

in length

that

and have

would

less sur-

(Twenty

Five Dollars)

with a

to

is

total offsetting

nation of the grant period (3 years) the
fully fund the two addi-,

Town would

6-5]

Dodge explained that
same grant that was

this is part of the

awarded to Epping last year. Epping
was one of only three to^vns in New
Hampshire to receive this grant, and
one police officer was approved at last
year's meeting. He was able to keep
the grant open and present it again
this year for the remaining two officers. Due to the increased commercial and residential growth there is a
growing need for more officers. Last

we did not know the impact WalMart would have, but there were a total
of 278 calls to that location over the
last year. Because of the reluctance

year

of the Selectmen and Budget Committee to approve this article, he

^reed

to

amend

this article to re-

quest only one officer rather than
the two. Tom Dwyer asked if we are
going to be looking for another officer once Lowes opens, why not take
both of the officers instead of just one.
Rich McFadden stated that there
lot

new
by

a

officer.

He

fek

we would

benefit

government pay
Art Reed agreed with

letting the federal

for this training.
all

is

of training that goes into hiring a

the reasons

why we should take this
Town not to re-

grant and urged the

duce the

article to

one

officer.

the last year this program will

This

be

is

avail-
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we should take advantage of it
we can. Chris Downie asked if

trailer to carry the

equipment,

able, so

wheel

while

but after further consideration they

we would have to pay back the grant
money if we did not continue to fund
The answer was

the position.
also

wanted

to

She

yes.

know why the Board

of

Selectmen did not support the article.
Dianne Gilbert replied that she did not
feel the

Town could

to afford to totaUy

once the grant had
expired. Kevin Kelley spoke in favor
of keeping the two officers. With the
addition of 200 new homes that are
approved and the opening of Epping
Crossing, Epping and its poUce force
will only get busier. Budget Committee
Chairman Jim McGeough said that he
felt the Town needed at least one additional officer. Rockingham county is
the fastest growing county in the country and with growth comes increased
crime. A hand vote was taken on the
amendment and the amendment
fund the

failed.

officers

Kim

Sullivan then

made

mo-

a

amend

the article to change
the years to 2005, 2006 and 2007.
The motion was seconded by Susan
McGeough. A hand vote was taken and
the amendment passed. Kim Sullivan stated that he would have supported one new officer, but felt the Police
budget was too high and w^e should be
requesting help from the developers to
tion to

provide the services. Chief
that

we

whether

should

Dodge

this article passes or

still

request

said
fails,

money from

the

developers.

NO -811

YES -527
Article 12

decided to look
hicle. In

another

for

1995 the

cle establishing a special

purpose of acquiring, constructing, and
facilities and equipment

of thirty-nine thou-

sand five hundred dollars ($39,500) for
the purpose of replacing the 1983 Fire
Utility Vehicle. [MAJORITY VOTE RE-

QUIRED; RECOMMENDED BY THE
BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1; NOT
RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL
BUDGET COMMITTEE 4-6-1]

Ward

presented this
tially

Charlie

article.

the department

He

Goodspeed

said that

ini-

was planning

to

purchase a used pickup truck with a 5th

from the Public Safety Facilities
and Equipment Fund for the purpose of replacing the 1983 Fire Utility Vehicle. No money will be raised

by taxation.
NO -476
YES -858
Article 13 PASSED

maintaining

purpose of providing public

for the

The Town must vote the specific
amount and purpose of any expendisafety.

1999 we voted
fund to pay the
Safety Complex. Last
year the income derived from ambuture

from

this fund. In

money in
mortgage on the
to use

this

was $150,000 and the mortgage payement was $135,000. There is
lance calls

currently $205,000 in the fund

should plan to keep
the fund.

The

amend the

fire

at least

and we

$150,000 in

wards would like to
use $49,500 of

article to

the excess for a used utilty vehicle.
In this ^vay there would be no tax
impact. The amendment was made
by Charlie Goodspeed and second-

ed by Dianne

Kim Sullivan
money in this

Gilbert.

questioned using the

manner. He had hoped to use excess
funds to buy down the principal on the
mortgage, but the Selectmen did not

know
Town

the correct balance in the fund,

Administrator

verified

Steve

Fournier

the article that created this

fund and said he had worked with the
bookkeeper to get the correct number.

The amendment was passed with a
hand vote. A discussion ensued about
get Committee.

ARTICLE 13: FIRE APPARATUS To see
if the town will vote to raise and ap-

Results: Fire

revenue fund

separate from the general fund for the

The board would sup-

port the article as

sum

vearti-

the nonrecommendation by the Bud-

FAILED

propriate a

utility

Town passed an

had

it

currently reads,

but their original statement in the warrant

cannot be changed. Sandy Cray

could be amended to state that no money ^f'ould be

asked

if the article

by taxation. A motion was
made by Susan McGeough and seconded by Dianne Gilbert to amend
the article to state No money wiU be
raised by taxation. The amendment
raised

passed

^th a hand vote. The

article

as amended
To see if the town will authorize the
expenditure of forty-nine thousand
five hundred dollars ($49,500.00)

reads as follows:

FULL-TIME FIRE FIGHTER
see if the town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Thirty Thousand ($30,000) for the
purpose of funding a third full-time
Fire Fighter Paramedic. This amount
represents all compensation and benefits and the position being filled after
July 1, 2005. [MAJORITY VOTE RE-

ARTICLE

14:

PARAMEDIC To

QUIRED; NOT RECOMMENDED BY
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 2-3; NOT
RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL
BUDGET COMMITTEE 4-6-1]
Goodspeed explained
Wards had done a study of
when calls had been received and the
response time to the calls. They found
that between the hours of 6:00 a.m. and
Results: Charlie

that the Fire

10:00 p.m. the average response time
to a call

was

less

than 3 minutes. Dur-

ing the time period of 10:30 p.m.

and

6:00 a.m. the response time was greater than 9 minutes.

They

fek that the

Town deserved better service and the
best way to do this would be to hire an
additional Paramedic. Jim McGeough
from the Budget Committee fek the article should have been written to show
the amount that would be needed for a
full year and requested that an amendment be prepared to do this. Michael
King fek that the salary was excessive
for an entry level position, especially

compared

to police officers or school

Goodspeed responded that they were looking for an EMT
Paramedic, not an entry level employee and that they should be able to hire
one for between $40,000 and $45,000

teachers. Charlie

per year. The additional

be

for benefits.

money would

An amendmient was

made by Susan McGeough and seconded by Jim McGeough to amend
the article to include the sentence

Approval would call for a total estimated increas of $60,000 for fiscall
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year 2006. The amendment passed
with a hand vote. Kim Sullivan spoke
against the article saying that he did
not think there was enough activity
during the night hours to be worth

TV

the Epping

equipment

for

channel and purchase

it.

Currently,

be used

for future

corrects

an

Charlie

on human

would allow

the excess to go into a fund that could

Goodspeed

investment.

there are

excess fees they are returned to the
general fund. This article

emphasized the point that you cannot

the

if

TV

equipment and

article in last

was worded

years war-

Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000.)
This sum will come from fund balance
and no amount will be raised by taxa-

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED;

tion.

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE

some
instances the response time will make
a difference. The article as amended

made an amendment to change the
dollar amount to $3,642.12, which

the

Town

now

is

the current amount remaining from

but

is

put a value

life

and

in

reads:

the town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of
Thirty Thousand ($30,000) for the
purpose of funding a tliird fulltime Fire Fighter Paramedic. This
amount represents all compensation and benefits and the position
being filled after July 1, 2005. Approval of this article would call for
a total estimated increase of Sixty
Thousand Dollars ($60,000) in fiscal year 2006.
YES -492
NO -845
Article 14 FAILED

To see

if

ARTICLE 15: CREATION OF EPPING
TELEVISION
EXPENDABLE TRUST
FUND To see if the town will vote to
establish an expendable trust fund under the provision of RSA 31:19-a and to
name the Board of Selectmen as agents
to, an Epping Television Fund for the
purpose of replacing and improving
equipment for Epping Public Television and to raise and appropriate the
amount of Three Thousand Six Hundred Forty Two Dollars and Twelve
Cents ($3,642.12) which represents
the amount of franchise fees collected
in 2004 above operating expenses for
Epping Television. This sum will come
from previous year's fund balance and

no amount

will be raised by taxation.
[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED; REC-

OMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 5-0; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE

10-0-1]

Results: Susan

McGeough

explained

under our cable TV contract, the
town is paid a franchise fee for every
that

resident
service.

who

signs

up

for the cable

These fees are used

to

fund

rant that

2004.

When

incorrectly.

this article

was

She

originally

prepared the amount of surplus was
not known. The

Town

recently pur-

8-2-1]

McGeough

Results: Susan

Hall

stated that

a focal point in town,

is

very old and often needs repairs.

Rather than presenting an

article

each

would allow us to take any
from the end of the year to

year, this

surplus

chased equipment that will allow the
viewer to see maps and plans, so there
is less money remaining than origi-

make it available for Town Hall repairs.
Kim Sullivan spoke against the article
saying that if we put this money in a

nally thought. The amendment was
seconded by Kim Sullivan. A hand
vote T^as taken and the amendment
yvas passed. The article as amended

trust

reads:

Article 16

the town will vote to establish an expendable trust fund
under the provision of RSA 31:19-a
and to name the Board of Selectmen as agents to, an Epping Television Fund for the purpose of replacing and improving equipment

To see

fund it will not be available to
buy down the tax rate. He would rather
raise money
YES -995

for repairs as

it

is

needed.

NO -350

PASSED

if

for Epping Public Television

and to

raiseand appropriate the amount
of Three Thoiisand Six Hundred
Forty Two Dollars and Twelve Cents
($3,642.12) which represents the
amount of franchise fees collected
in 2004 above operating expenses
for Epping Television. This stun
^vill come from previous year's
fund balance and no amount will

be raised by taxation.
YES -946
NO -405
Article 15 PASSED

ARTICLE 17: HIGHWAY TRUCK FUND
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to be
added to the existing Highway Truck
Capital Reserve
Fund. [MAJORITY

VOTE REQUIRED; RECOMMENDED
BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1;
RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL
BUDGET COMMITTEE 7-3-1]
Results: Susan McGeough spoke in favor of this article saying that by putting
some money aside each year, there will
be less tax impact when we do need to
purchase a new truck. Mike King asked

how much money
is

currently in the

currently $31,086.27 in this fund.

NO -527

YES -804
Article 17

ARTICLE 16: CREATION OF

is

fund. Steve Fournier replied that there

PASSED

TOWN

HALL IMPROVEMENT EXPENDABLE
TRUST FUND To see if the town will

Article 18:

LOADER To

BACKHOE / FRONT END
if the Town will vote to

see

vote to establish an expendable trust

authorize the Board of Selectmen to en-

fund under the provision of RSA 31:19a and to name the Board of Selectmen
as agents to, a Town Hall Improvement Expendable Trust Fund for the
purpose of the maintenance, repairs
and improvements to town hall and to
raise and appropriate the amount of

ter into a five (5)

year lease agreement
purpose of leasing a new 2005
backhoe/loader for the highway department; and to raise and appropriate the
sum of Twelve thousand five hundred
seven dollars ($12,507.00) for the first
year's payment. This lease agreement
for the

2005 Annual Report
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a Recreation Assistance

will contain a non-appropriation clause

as agents

expected to cost a grand total
of sixty-two thousand five hundred
and thirty dollars ($62,535.00) with a
One-Dollar ($1.00) purchase option at
the end of the lease term. [MAJORITY

Expendable Trust Fund for the purpose

and

is

VOTE REQUIRED; RECOMMENDED
BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1;
RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL
BUDGET COMMITTEE 7-3-1]
Results:

Kim Sullivan spoke against
He feels that we should revehicle we currently have. He

this article.

pair the

also questioned

whether the numbers

in this article represent a firm proposal.

Steve Fournier replied that the trade in

value for our current vehicle
firmed, that

we would go

was con-

out for bid

on a new machine, and would not

ex-

ceed the money stated in this article.
Michael King also spoke against the
article, but Susan McGeough felt we
should replace the current backhoe.
After a recount the vote was

NO -665

YES -661
Article 18

posited into the existing Landfill Closure Capital Reserve Fund.

[MAJORITY

VOTE REQUIRED; RECOMMENDED
BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1;
RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL
BUDGET COMMITTEE 10-0-1]
we had been

Thomas

we

have

happens the fund
cover engineering
sure wil cost

Kyle asked

given a firm date for

closing the Landfill. Susan
replied that

not.

McGeough

When

this

will probably only
fees.

The

actual clo-

much more. There

is

cur-

rently $86,815.07 in this fund.

YES - 999
Article

who

could not

afford to take part in recreation pro-

grams due to financial hardships and
to raise and appropriate the amount of
one thousand dollars ($1,000) which
represents the amount of donations collected last year for the previously men-

sum

NO - 335

19 PASSED

CREATION OF A RECREATION ASSISTANCE EXPENDABLE
TRUST FUND To see if the town will
Article 20:

a committee identified 25 cemeteries
in

town

that

There are

needed some

restoration.

funds created to help
maintain the cemeteries, but by law
only the interest from these funds can
be used and there is not much money
trust

currently available. Most of the

ey in

this article

headstones. The

would go

Town

mon-

to repair

currently

owns

come

only Central Cemetery and the West

year's fund balance and
no amount will be raised by taxation.
[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED; REC-

Epping Cemetery on Folsom Lane but
has officially adopted 12 cemeteries.
Paul Spidle then made a motion to
amend this article to read "renovations needed in the fourteen of the
town owned and adopted cemeter-

tioned purposes. This

will

from previous

OMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE

ation

Commission explained

year they had done

that last

some fund

rais-

ing and wanted to be able to use this

money

The motion was seconded by
Susan McGeough. The amendment
passed w^ith a hand vote. The article
as amended reads:
To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of fourteen thousand dollars ($14,000.00)
for repairs and renovations needed
ies".

9-1-1]

Results: Camille Hackett of the Recre-

to help children

who would

otherwise not be able to afford the
fees, attend the

programs. There will
to

award the

money.

ARTICLE 19: LANDFILL CLOSURE
FUND To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Five
Thousand Dollars ($5,000) to be de-

if

of assisting individuals

be an application process

FAILED

Results: Resident

to,

YES -987
NO -371
Article 20 PASSED
ARTICLE 21: REPAIRS AND RENOVATIONS TO TOWN CEMETERIES To see
if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fourteen thousand
and renovations needed in twenty-one of the
town owned or adopted cemeteries.
Such renovations or repairs to include:
clearing of brush and undergrowth,
repairs to walls, fences and gates, and
restorations to headstones. Such appropriation is to be offset by existing trust
fund monies if available. Regular maindollars ($14,000.00) for repairs

in the fourteen of the town owned
and adopted cemeteries. Such renovations or repairs to include: clearing of brush and undergroT«^h, repairs to walls, fences and gates, and
restorations to headstones. Such appropriation is to be offset by existing trust fund monies if available.

Regular maintenance expenses for
these cemeteries are included in
the proposed 2005 To\^n Budget.
YES -943
NO -441
Article 21

PASSED

ARTICLE 22: SEPTAGE RECEIVING STATION To see if the Town wUl vote to
raise and appropriate an amount of one
hundred forty-five thousand dollars

tenance expenses for these cemeteries are included in the proposed 2005

($145,000) to install a septage receiv-

Town

ment

Budget.

Recommended by

the

ing station at the Waste Water TreatSaid

Facility.

money

to

come

out

Board of Cemetery Trustees. [MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED; RECOMMEND-

of trust funds/Surplus of the Sewer De-

ED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
4-1 RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 8-2-1]

will

Results: Paul Spidle of the Cemetery

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 5-0; RECOMMENDED
BY THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COM-

vote to establish an expendable trust

Trustees

fund under the provision of RSA 31:19a and to name the Board of Selectmen

over 80 cemeteries, but most of them

explained that Epping has

are privately

owned. Several years ago

partment,

if

funds are available. This

have no impact on the tax rate.
This Warrant Article shall be non-lapsing.

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED;

MITTEE

9-1-1]
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Results: Water

&

Sewer Commissioner

Henry DeBoer explained that this is
the same article that was presented last
commissioners decided to
loan money to the Water Department
for the new water tower so funds were
not available. Last year they received
$150,000 in fees from septage haul-

year, but the

and this money was an estimate
what should have been paid. They
want the receiving station so they will

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED;

ing.

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 5-0; RECOMMENDED
BY THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE

10-0-1]

Results:

Henry DeBoer explained

that

developers will be needing more water

ers

ity

of

is

than

we

for.

WCV

presently have the capac-

housing units)

(elderly

requesting 150,000 gallons per day

and

a fee of 85 cents for every resident of

Kim

Epping.

Sullivan spoke in favor

of the article saying that the Planning

Board thought it was in the Town's best
interest to be a member because of the
many services the Commission provides. In particular they provide

a liason with the State regarding the

plan for Route 125.

Town budget

He

they should

be bilUng these haulers. In the future
they will have to pay for sludge removal and they plan to pay for this from

be used for this article
and the remainder will be used for the
water tower. The State Dept. of Envi-

McGeough

the fees billed to septic haulers.

ronmental Services requires that we
have excess water available in case our

Commission would provide

main well goes down.

YES -887

know

for sure

how much

NO -343
YES -1000
Article 22 PASSED
ARTICLE 23: PAINTING ROUTE 27
WATER TOWER To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate an amount
of

thousand dollars ($50,000) to
on Route

fifty

paint the existing water tower

Said

27.

money

to

come out of

trust

this

money

be

will

It is

a benefit to

commercial developers if they can use
Town water and sewer, and the connection fees paid by developers should
pay for the improvements in the water
and sewer systems.

NO -365

YES -974
Article

24 PASSED

funds/Surplus of the Water Depart-

ARTICLE25:REJOININGROCKINGHAM
PLANNING COMMISSION To see if the
Town will vote to reestablish its mem-

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED; REC-

bership with the

OMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF

Commission

if

SE-

Rockingham Planning

for

the purpose of as-

LECTMEN 5-0; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMIT-

sisting the

TEE

garding the transportation projects and

10-0-1]

Henry DeBoer explained

Results:
this

that

was another article that passed last
money was used for the new

year but

water tower instead. They expect to
have enough connection fees this year
to

fund

this article, but the article is

non-lapsing so

it

NO -398

YES -962
Article

could be continued.

Town

in

its

communication with

interaction

planning, environmental impacts and

growth manageand provide education assistance to citizens and town officials
on such issues. The Planning Commission is a voluntary membership agency

permitting, regional

ment

efforts,

that provides other direct assistance to

see

the

if

HOAR POND WELL #3 To

Town

will vote to raise

and

tion.

produc-

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED;

SELECTMEN

thousand dollars ($150,000)
for the drilling and connection of Hoar
Pond Well #3. Said money to come out
of trust funds/Surplus of the Water Department, if funds are available. This
will have no impact on the tax rate.
This Warrant Article shall be non-laps-

Results: Selectman

fifty

map

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF

appropriate an amount of one hun-

dred

the dues should this article pass. Susan
also

stating that the

spoke

Town

for the article,

will

need

to up-

date our master plan and the Planning
assistance

for this project.

Article

NO -431

25 PASSED

ARTICLE 26: EPPING YOUTH ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000) in
support of the Epping Youth Athletic

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED; RECOMMENDED BY THE

spoke

3-2]

against

this

Dianne
article

Gilbert

because

membership in the Rockingham Planning Commission requires dues, and
this article was presented too late for a

money

article.

She stated that the dues

would be $4,918 and

BOARD OF SELECTMEN 5-0; RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
Results: Robin

spoke for
that the

10-0-1]

O'Day from the EYAA

this article.

EYAA

She explained

has been in existence

and provides baseball, softand basketball programs for our
youth. They have never increased their
request for funds from the Town, and
raise the rest of their budget through
registration fees and sponsors.
for 20 years
ball,

YES -1108
NO -257
Article 26 PASSED

in the form of

grant opportunities for a wide range

of projects and technical

ARTICLE 24:

and

state agencies re-

member communities

23 PASSED

to include

Association.

funds are available. This will
have no impact on the tax rate. This
Warrant Article shall be non-lapsing.
ment,

the

amend
money for

plans to

paying approximately
$500,000 in connection fees. Some of
will

maps,

help with grant applications, and are

that

amounts to

ARTICLE 27: ADULT TUTORIAL PROGRAM To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Five
Hundred Dollars ($500.00) to be distributed to the Adult Tutorial Program
for services estimated to be rendered to
residents of the

2005.

Town

during the year

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED.

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 9 -

1-1]
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Results:

The

spoke of

director of this

their

Town with

program

wiUingness to provide

sum

of

Two Thousand

a quarterly report of the

and Ten Dollars

hours of service provided to Epping

tributed to Area

the

way

residents. In this

the

Town would

have assurance that the donation was
benefiting the people of Epping.

NO -488

YES -832
Article

Seacoast for services estimated to be

rendered to residents of the

Town

dur-

[MAJORITY VOTE

ing the year 2005.

RECOMMENDED BY THE

BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL BUDResults:

Town

6-

4-1]

resident Siobhan Senier

spoke for this article. She had been
asked how much of this organization's
budget had been spent on services to
residents of Epping.

Over the

last

10 to

7 - 3-1]

Committee member
Paul Spidle spoke against this and
other donation articles because many
of these organizations also get funding from the county, state or federal

government. Since
these entities

we

all

we would

pay taxes

in essence

to

be

paying twice for their services. Pam
Tibbetts, also a Budget Committee
member spoke in favor of supporting
these articles. In her business she sees
many people of limited resources w^ho

need the help these organizations provide. It is difficult to find anyone who
will provide a service for free and people on a "bare-bones" budget need this
assistance.

YES -905

AIDS

spreads across

Article

town

dis-

Family

Results: Budget

an annual cost

of $4,000. Since

be

2005.

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED.

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 7-3-1]
NO -441
YES -901
Article

32 PASSED

RECOMMENDED BY THE

GET COMMITTEE

residents at

Epping

&

[MAJORITY VOTE

ing the year 2005.

15 years they have provided services to

12

($2,6lO) to

Homecare

BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL BUD-

ARTICLE 28: AIDS RESPONSE SEACOAST To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Five
Hundred Twenty Five Dollars ($525.00)
to be distributed to the Aids Response

GET COMMITTEE

Hundred

Six

Services for services estimated to be
rendered to residents of the Town dur-

REQUIRED.

27 PASSED

REQUIRED.

and appropriate the

will vote to raise

NO -425

30 PASSED

ARTICLE 33: COMMUNITY DIVERSION
PROGRAM To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of One Thousand Five Hundred and
Ninety Dollars ($1,590) to be distributed to Community Diversion Program
for services estimated to be rendered to
residents of the

2005.

Town

during the year

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED.

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 6-4-1]
NO -658
YES -638
Article

33 FAILED

ARTICLE 34: LAMPREY HEALTH CARE
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty Dollars ($3,780) to be distributed to Lamprey Health Care for services estimated
to be rendered to residents of the Town

boundaries, she considers that

[MAJORITY

ARTICLE 31: SEACOAST BIG BROTHER/
BIG SISTER PROGRAM To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of One Thousand Six Hundred
Twenty Dollars ($1,620) to be distrib-

VOTE REQUIRED. RECOMMENDED
BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1;
RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL
BUDGET COMMITTEE 7-3-1]

ARTICLE 29: AMERICAN RED CROSS
GREAT BAY CHAPTER To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars

uted to Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister
Program for services estimated to be

NO -557
YES -764
Article 34 PASSED

($500.00) to be distributed to Ameri-

REQUIRED.

can Red Cross - Great Bay Chapter for
services estimated to be rendered to

BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 6-4-1]
YES -834
NO -498

the entire budget of this organization
benefits Epping.

NO -567
YES -758
Article 28 PASSED

—

residents of the

2005.

Town

during the year

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED.

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 8 - 2-1]
YES - 909
NO - 429
Article 20 PASSED

rendered to residents of the
ing the year 2005.

Article 31

year

PASSED

ARTICLE 35: RICHIE MCFARLAND
CHILDREN'S CENTER To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Three Thousand Eight Hundred Fifty Dollars ($3,850) to be distributed to McFarland Children's Center
for services estimated to

residents of the

ARTICLE 32: CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Four
Thousand Dollars ($4,000) to be dis-

&

Family Services for

services estimated to be rendered to
residents of the

2005.

dur-

[MAJORITY VOTE

RECOMMENDED BY THE

tributed to Child

ARTICLE 30: AREA HOMECARE AND
FAMILY SERVICES To see if the Town

Town

the

during

Town

during the year

2005.

Town

be rendered

to

during the year

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED.

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 6 - 4 Results:

A

1]

representative from this or-

ganization read a letter from an Epping

Town of Epping
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resident

who had

received

services

from the Richie McFarland Children's
Center. She praised the services that
had been provided to her children and
urged the Town to support this article.

NO - 524

YES - 798
Article

35 PASSED

ARTICLE 36: RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Three Hundred Dollars ($300) to be
distributed to Retired Senior Volunteer

Program for services estimated to be
rendered to residents of the
ing the year 2005.

REQUIRED.

Town

dur-

[MAJORITY VOTE

NO -255
YES -1102
Article 38 PASSED

services estimated to

ARTICLE 39: A SAFE PLACE To see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars
($500) to be distributed to A Safe Place
for services estimated to be rendered to

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY

residents of the

2005.

residents of the

2005.

Town

during the year

RECOMBOARD OF SELECTMEN
MUNICIPAL
BUDBY
THE
MENDED
GET COMMITTEE 7-3-1]

NO -415
YES -914
Article 36 PASSED

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 8-2-1]
NO -419
YES -939
Article

39 PASSED

ARTICLE 40: SEACOAST HOSPICE To
see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500) to be
services estimated to

Hospice for
be rendered to

Town

during the year

distributed

to

Seacoast

ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
COMMUNITY ACTION To see if the

residents of the

Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Ten Thousand Two Hundred

RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF
SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 7-3-1]
NO -369
YES -984

ARTICLE 37:

be disRockingham Co. CommuAction for services estimated to be

Eighty-Five Dollars ($10,285) to
tributed to
nity

rendered to residents of the
ing the year 2005.

Town

dur-

RECOMMENDED BY THE
BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 6-4-1]
YES -748
NO -563
37 PASSED

Article 40

Town

OMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY
THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMIT2

-

1]

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED.

THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 8-2-1]
YES -920
NO -427
Article 42 PASSED
ARTICLE 43: LAMPREY RIVER YOUTH
SOCCER To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of One
Thousand Dollars ($1,000) to be distributed to Lamprey River Youth Soccer. [BY PETITION: MAJORITY VOTE

REQUIRED. RECOMMENDED BY THE
BOARD OF SELECTMEN 4-1; RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL BUD-

GET COMMITTEE

9-0-2]

Results: Resident George Kimball ex-

plained that the soccer program had
been part of the EYAA, but became
part of the Lamprey River Youth Soccer because they provided a more extensive program. There are two parts
of the program and this article would
be for equipment for the part of the
program which serves Epping children
only.

Resident Danielle Dulin stated

that the

and appropriate the
sum of Two Thousand Five Hundred
Dollars ($2,500.00) to be distributed

will vote to raise

to Seacoast Mental Health for servic-

be rendered

to residents of the

during the year 2005. [MAJOR-

NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 0-5; NOT RECOMMENDED
BY THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMITY VOTE REQUIRED.

MITTEE 4-6-1]
YES -643
NO -689
Article 41 FAILED

during the year 2005.

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED. REC-

TEE 8 -

PASSED

ARTICLE 41: SEACOAST MENTAL
HEALTH CENTER To see if the Town

Town

to

during the year

second part of the program

includes other towns also, but

es to

ARTICLE 38: ROCKINGHAM NUTRITION AND MEALS ON WHEELS To see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand
Nine Hundred and Ten Dollars ($3,910)
to be distributed to Rockingham Nutrition & Meals On Wheels for services
estimated to be rendered to residents
of the

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED.

[MAJORITY VOTE

REQUIRED.

Article

2005.

be rendered

[MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED.

RECOMMENDED BY THE
4-1;

Town

ARTICLE 42: SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of One Thousand Two Hundred and
Fifty Dollars ($1,250) to be distributed
to Sexual

Assauk Support Services

for

benefit to

it

is

a

Epping youth.

NO -474
YES -875
Article 42 PASSED
ARTICLE 44: CODE ENFORCEMENT
VEHICLE To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate a sum of
nineteen thousand-five hundred dollars ($19,500) for

the purpose of pur-

chasing a used four wheel drive
ity

vehicle for the

util-

Code Enforcement

If approved
by the voters the current Ford Escort
will be sold and the proceeds will be
deposited into the general fund to offset the cost of the used vehicle. [BY
PETITION: MAJORITY VOTE RE-

Officer/Building Inspector

QUIRED. NOT RECOMMENDED BY
THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 2-3;
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE 2-8-1]
Results: Code Enforcement Officer Kev-
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in Kelley explained that he is currently
using a 1996 Ford Escort. That vehicle
has high mileage and the brakes and

transmission need to be repaired.

would

He

He urged

port this article even

Town

the

if it is

not

have the

and the upcoming mud season.
YES -287
NO -1047
Article 44 PASSED
ter

Article 25 regarding the

legal.

Planning Commission pass.

NO -491
YES -849
Article 45 PASSED

the

an operating budget, not including appropriations by special warrant
priate

or other appropriations voted
amounts set forth on the

separately, the

ARTICLE 45: BICYCLE/BRIDLE PATH

budget posted with the warrant or as

ALONG PLUMER ROAD The

amended by vote of

residents

and adjoining neighbors of Plumer Rd.,
request the Epping Planning Board initiate an impact fee upon the developers of Hamilton Heights and soon to be
developed area now known as Dungarvan Farm, The fees to provide a bicycle/bridle path along Plumer Rd. for
the safety of the residents
bicycle

and

ride horses.

who

walk,

[BY PETITION:

MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED]
Results: Susan McGeough explained
that she

believed this article

had been

presented because of the number of

been proposed
and the fact that we do not have sidewalks in these areas. The Town's attorney has said that this article would
probably not be legal. Plumer Road
resident Greg Tillman stated that he
had not signed this petition, but he
thought it was a good idea. There are
subdivisions that have

who

the

first

session,

purposes set forth therein, totaling four million three hundred five
thousand three hundred seventy
dollars ($4,305,370) as recommended by the Budget Committee and
the Board of Selectmen. Should this
article be defeated, the defauk budget
shall be four million one hundred thirty six thousand nine hundred eightyfor the

two dollars ($4,136,982), which is the
same as last year with certain adjustments required by previous action of
the town or by law or by the governing
body may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:13,X and XVI,
to take

ating

up the

issue of a revised oper-

budget only [MAJORITY

REQUIRED]
Results: Kim

VOTE

made a motion

Sullivan

to increase the budget to $4,310,370.

The

additional $5,000

is

fund line
the Planning
to

use this road for

01-4191-1690 which

is

walking, riding or walking their dogs.

Board Miscellaneous

Line. This

He

provide the necessary funds should

a lot of residents

felt

that developers should provide

The mowas seconded by Susan McGeough. A hand vote yras taken and

tion

ARTICLE 46: OPERATING BUDGET To
see if the Town will raise and appro-

articles

Rockingham

to sup-

Town

purchase
a used vehicle that would enable him
to get to building sites during the winlike to

sidewalks.

would

as

amendment passed. The

amended

article

reads:

To see if the Town will raise and appropriate an operating budget, not
including appropriations by special
warrant articles or other appropriations voted separately, the amounts
set forth on the budget posted with
the warrant or as amended by vote
first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling four
million three hundred ten thousand three hundred seventy dollars ($4,310,370) as recommended
by the Budget Committee and the

of the

Board of Selectmen. Should this article be defeated, the default budget
shall be four million one hundred
thirty six thousand nine hundred
eighty-two dollars
($4,136,982),
^vhich is the same as last year with
certain adjustments required by
previous action of the town or by
law or by the governing body may
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13rX and XVI, to
take up the issue of a revised operating budget only

NO -495
YES -844
Article 46 PASSED
Respectfully Submitted

Linda

Foley,

Town Clerk
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Committee Reports
This past year,

we

lost

a valued

mem-

taxed

for

many

years

on the

Board of Selectmen, and continued to
serve the Town until the end on the
Water and Sewer Commission. Roger's

ensure

being

of the issues that the

Town

business

fairly.

One
will

home and

we

is

that every

ing of Roger Gauthier. Roger served

community

By maintaining our

values close to market value

ber of the community with the passthe

tax burden.

total

Board of Selectmen

be

facing shortly

demand on

the growing

is

tower in his honor.
The Town continues to welcome
new businesses to Town. This year
Epping became home to one of the
first Lowe's Home Improvement Centers in New Hampshire. We also saw

number of stores and

also generates revenues that help off

community
be sorely missed. We were proud
to work with the Water and Sewer
Commission to dedicate the new water
dedication and love for the

the opening of a
restaurants

in the

Epping Crossings

and Walgreens, which is helping
make our community a commercial

Plaza
to

center of this part of the region.

In 2005 the
first

Town wide

Town completed

its

revaluation of proper-

facility.

set

the cost of operating the

brought in about
$119,000 in revenues from the transfer
station alone. The Board of Selectmen
intends to study various

ways

we can encourage more
coming

the

As required by the state constitution
and made more important as a result
of the State Education Tax and the response to it by the Department of Revenue Administration (DRA), updating
values will become a regular event in
the lives of cities and Towns in New
Hampshire. To have the state tax to be
assessed fairly, the entire state must
update its values on an ongoing basis. Thus each community will have
its properties values "certified" once
every four years by the DRA. As the
town continues to grow and since an

Town's options,

We

interested

are including

our guidelines for the recycling facility, to begin the process.
(See page 16)
With 2005 ending, the Board of
Selectmen has closed a very busy and
in this report

productive year.

We

demand

and, in return, services,

it

in housing
is

repairs.

The Trustees met somewhat

informally during the year, appointing Paul Spidle as superintendent to

oversee the actual work to be done.
Marilyn Perry served as contact with

The actual mowing and
were completed by several
individuals from the community. We
thank everyone for their efforts. Work
completed included several mowings
of the larger cemeteries, a thorough
clean-up of over twenty cemeteries
that have been adopted by the Town,
the Trustees.
repairs

restoration of the stone wall at the

should contact the

Selectmen's Office.

amount of $6,000.00

normal maintenance, as well as
$14,000.00 from the warrant article
passed last year to do long deferred
for

West Epping Cemetery, and resetting
of stones in Central Cemetery and
elsewhere. The broken pieces of the
vandalized West Epping Cemetery
gate have been collected. We hope
to have the gate repaired and re-hung

Anyone

year.

for the year included

which

in

in joining a committee to study the

this

Our budget
the usual annual

recycling in

would

opportunity to thank

like to take
all

of the

soon.

Our budget request for 2006 is
only the $6,000.00 for annual maintenance. This should allow us to do a
general clean
eteries

up

in all the

community for your
patience during the past few years

major ones.

and your continued understanding. By
working together, we will continue to
make Epping a great community.

mitting a bid to

Anyone who

is

to contact

summer

Epping Board

property values be kept current.

The

State requires that

Towns perform

a revaluation so that all properties can
be brought to current market value and
contribute an equitable portion of the

Susan

V.

McGeough, Chair

Thomas Gauthier, Vice Chair
Dianne Gilbert
Christopher Murphy
Kim Sullivan

information.
Respectfully submitted,

Daniel Harvey
Paul Ladd
Marilyn Perry

all

of

is invit-

any Cemetery Trustee

essential

that

or

or the Selectmen's Office for

of Selectmen:

in the

interested in sub-

mow some

the cemeteries next

ed

Town cem-

and occasional mowing

residents of the

increase in population translates into

an increase in the

facility.

Town

In 2005, the

almost a decade. This is always
a contentious, but necessary process.

ties in

We, the Epping Cemetery Trustees,
are happy to report the completion of
a great deal of much needed maintenance in our cemeteries during 2005.

the limited capacity of

With the resiour solid waste
dential growth that we have been experiencing, we have also been vastly
increasing the amount of waste that
must handle. Along with the increase
in volume, we have also had to face
large increases in the fees that we pay
for waste disposal. We are asking you,
the residents to help reduce our costs
by increasing the amount you recycle.
The more recycling we do, the less we
put into the waste stream. Recycling

will

Cemetery Trustees

more
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Paper: the facility can accept "anything that tears"
cardboard (broken down), newspaper, office
paper, junk mail, boxboard (cereal boxes, etc),
brown paper bags, soft cover books, magazines,

& Recycling

Refuse

General Guidelines

The refuse and recycling facilities in
Epping are open to residents only.
To use these facilities, a resident
must

first

purchase a Solid Waste

Permit for $5.00/yr. for each vehicle at the Clerk's Office
and attach this permit to a side or rear window of their

do not have a Solid Waste Permit
that matches the registration and inspection sticker will
not be allowed to enter any of Epping's dumping facili-

vehicle. Vehicles that

ties.

Any

resident

who

wishes to use a vehicle that does

not have a Solid Waste Permit to haul items to a dumping

must get a special permit at the Clerk's Office.
The removal of items from Epping's dumping facili-

facility

ties

(scavenging)

is

not permitted, except for items

the Recycling Center's

swap shop

left at

area.

computer paper, envelopes. The following is not
allowed: Tyvek envelopes, aseptic packaging (drink
boxes, etc.), blueprint paper, food contaminated
paper products (paper plates, napkins, pizza
boxes), hard cover books, carbon paper, plastic
bags.
Plastic: soda, milk,

water and juice bottles/jugs

and colored plastics #2 (includes laundry detergent,
bleach,

some shampoo and motor

oil containers).

and fruit juice
Labels can be left on.

Steel Cans: pet food, vegetable
containers. Rinse out.

Swap Shop: Used

items in

good

usable condition

can be left for others to pick up (such as books,
toys, knick knacks, etc.) Used clothing can be left
in bags at the swap shop for transport to non-profit
agencies.

Transfer Station

Open Wed 2 p.m.-7

& Sun 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Household trash only. No construction debris,
no bulky items, no recyclable and no hazardous
p.m., Sat

materials are to

be placed

in to the compactors.

Stump Dump
Open Sat & Sun 9 a.m.-4
Tires:
tire

Up

p.m.

to 4 tires per resident per

must have

available at the at the
for

Recycling Center

Open Wed 2 p.m.-7 p.m., Sat & Sun 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Automotive items: Used engine, transmission or
hydraulic oils can be left at no charge. If you wish
keep your container see the attendant, otherwise
leave it in a clearly marked and sealed container by

to

the
•

oil

Lead acid auto batteries can be
oil recovery tank at no charge.

• Anti-freeze is

left

by the motor

not accepted.
cans.

Cardboard: corrugated cardboard, boxes and
cartons. Flattened
possible.
(i.e.

if

No paper board

cereal, pasta or

boxes).

No wet

or

shoe

waxed

cardboard (i.e. orange
juice or milk cartons).
Glass: clear, green, and

brown

bottles

and

jars.

Rinse and remove the
lids. Labels can be left
on.

No

plate glass, light

bulbs or ceramics.

automobile and

Stump

Dump

be

for a fee of $2

light truck tires, $13 for truck

920 or larger). All tires must have the
rims removed.
Bulky Items: Bulky items are taken at the Stump

tires (series

Dump

at

no charge. Bulky items

are not limited

to,

include, but

furniture such as couches,

and tables; carpeting/rugs.
Scrap Metal: Scrap metal (iron, aluminum, copper,

mattresses, chairs

recovery tank.

Aluminum Cans: soda and beer

week. Each

a "Tire Tag" attached. Tags will

be taken at no charge.
Appliances: Household appliances without
refrigerant chemicals/Freon, must have an "NonFreon Appliance Sticker" attached. "Non-Freon
etc.) will

at the Stump
These appliances include,
but are not limited to, washing machines, ranges,
stoves, and dishwashers.
Household appliances that do contain
refrigerant chemicals/Freon must have a "Freon
Appliance Sticker" attached to each item. These
stickers will be available at the Stump Dump for a
fee of $10 each. These appliances include, but are
not limited to refrigerators, dehumidifiers and air

Appliance Stickers" will be available

Dump

at

no

conditioners.

charge.
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Code Enforcement and
Building Inspection

acquire one full-time person for both

as well.

In addition, the Forestry Commitworking with the LRAC, has created a trail system, kiosk, and interpretive map on the Tilton Bridge Landing
area, on Route 87. We encourage you
to get out and enjoy these hidden, sce-

other level of customer service to this

nic

these tasks.

I

want

to take this oppor-

tunity to introduce

my

assistant Lanie

Ling. Ms. Ling performs administrative

The Town of Epping continues it rapid
growth and this office has been very
busy. Epping saw almost a quarter of

tasks,

a million square feet of commercial

office.

construction in the past year including

Lowe's

Home Improvement Center, The

Epping Crossing retail site, Walgreen's
and numerous other commercial businesses. We saw 55 new homes, 5 du-

one three-unit residential building, 5 manufactured homes, and a total
of 557 permits were issued. Several
plexes,

developments are poised to
begin construction, with possibly over
two hundred units in the developments
on Blake and Prescott Roads alone.
With the volume of both commercial and residential growth not only
this year but forecasted to continue for
residential

some

time,

resources to
last year's

was time for additional
be added to this office. In

it

budget request

I

justified the

addition of a part-time administrative

person and a part-time inspecbut as it turned out I was able to

and assists with field inspections
Her presence has brought an-

She can be reached at (603) 6795441, extension 112 and I at extension
113, or e-mail me at codeenforcement
©townofepping.com.

tee,

gems of Epping.
The Commission

continues

to

spend hours reviewing development
plans and wetlands fill applications,
and sending comments to the Planning
Board and the state Department of En-

Sincerely,

vironmental Services for review.

Kevin Kelley

And finally, the ever popular Lamprey River Canoe Race ran for the 28th
year!

Conservation

it

Commission
In 2005, the Conservation Commission
worked with Rockingham Land Trust
and the Lamprey River Advisory Committee (LRAC) to protect more than 70
acres at the junction of the North and

Lamprey Rivers. This land
remain open and available

will

now

to Epping

staff

residents for hiking, skiing, fishing,

tor,

other recreation, in perpetuity.

Building

We'd

like to

helped, because

and

thank everyone who
couldn't have done

we

without your assistance;

and

we

thank everyone who came to paddle
or watch, because that's why we're all
here! This year s race is scheduled for

weekend in April, and we hope
you all again.

the last
to see

Epping Conservation Commission:
Greg Tillman
Jeff Conrad

Sonja Gonzalez
Scott Pirn
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we

the donations

receive

all

to the well being of the

contribute

department

and the support of the volunteer members.
I

Thank you!
would like

young men and

women

age 14 to 18

the

same
In

time.

the opportunity to explore different
careers. In the case of Fire Exploring,

points

they can give back to the community

you see emergency

at

closing,

we

should

a

few good
remember.

all

lights,

red or blue,

oppor-

to take this

tunity to publicly thank retired chief

Hank Letourneau

for his

24 years of

town of Epping and

service to the

the Epping Fire Department.

He

to

rede-

fined the terms public servant, leader,

and
you

for

many

for this

of us,

good friend. Thank

Hank, and also

for

your

continued support of the department.
As our not so little town continues
to

change and grow, so must the

department. While

I

feel

we

fire

are able

meet your needs and expectations
we need to continue
to plan for the future. The fact is that
the way we have done things in the
past is not necessarily going to be adto

quite well today,

equate in the future. Aging vehicles
need to be replaced

will continue to

and

full

time

staff will

need

to

be ex-

We

understand the limited resources that are available to fund these
changes, as we are taxpayers in the
community as well. We will only bring

panded.

forward these proposals
that

it

is

when we

feel

necessary.

This year the revenue from the
is projected to be about

ambulance

The money

$140,000.

collected goes

pay the bond on the Public Safety
complex and has also has been used

to

to

purchase the newest vehicle in our

fleet this

past year.

Our

1983 rescue

and
Hundreds of hours of time were put in by
our volunteers to convert this plain box

vehicle has finally

been

replaced by a 2006

utility truck.

retired

an emergency response
all be proud of The efput forth by our volunteers saved

style truck into

vehicle
forts

the

we

town

can

several thousands of dollars.

Special thanks goes out to Lieutenant

Mark Nickerson and Lieutenant Bruce

Chapman
in

on

for the long hours they put

this project

and the special

skills

they bring to our department.

Our Explorer

post

continues

to

and now has 16 youth members. The Exploring program is part of
the Boy Scouts of America and gives

thrive

Epping

Fire

Department

safety

When

— 61 Members

Town of Epping
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ployed develop

skills that will

self-sufficiency

and

lead to

offer job-training

services.

If you feel that you or your famneeds assistance or information
h.aw to receive assistance, please
do not hesitate to call my office at
679-1202, ext. 114. My office hours
for appointments are 'Wednesday,
9 a.m. to 12 noon.

ily

Phyllis E.

McDonough,

Welfare Administrator

Harvey-Mitchell

Memorial Library
Epping

Fire

Department

The

Library

had a busy and industrious

year in 2005. More patrons borrowed

more books over the
approaching from behind or in front

many

resources that are available to

of you,

our Epping residents

the right

to

law

families.

is

you are required to pull to
and stop. All too often this
not followed and it can hinder

everyone's safety and also hinder our

We would

response times.

like all resi-

dents to please be sure that you have
your house number displayed in such a
manner that it is clearly visible from the
road. Finally, remember to change your

smoke detector

batteries

change your clocks

when you

for daylight savings

time in the spring and the fall. Sometimes the department receives smoke

and they are
no charge. If
you don't have a working smoke detecdetectors as donations

available to the public at

tor,

please call the station to see

have any available. In closing,
like to

ous

wish you

all

I

if

we

would

a safe and prosper-

year.

Respectfully,

Brian

Toontire, Fire

Chief

General Assistance
(Welfare)

Department

Another year has come and gone, and
as in the past I've shared with you the

who

are unable

provide for themselves and their

The

State welfare

reform pro-

grams place urgency in times of crisis
on cities and towns to provide services.
The Statute RSA: 165 implies that, "If a
person is poor and unable to maintain
himself or herself" the
other choice but to

Town

has no

assist.

The Food Pantry

is

available year-

round to serve those in need. To visit
the food pantry, please call my office
or come in to see me so I can reach
the appropriate person to help you. Because I am aware of other resources
such as federal programs, state programs, county assistance programs I
am able to direct the people of Epping
with resources that serve the needs of
the poor as well as the budgetary needs
of the town. There is Rockingham
Community Action Program which has
been a significant resource in meeting
the needs of our residents.
I have many brochures for information on the Legal Advice & Referral
Centers, Families First, Healthy Kids,
and Senior Prescription Discount Pilot Programs. The Compass Program
is still going strong. This is a program
to help the

unemployed or underem-

past 12

months

than in the previous year and more
people used the computers as well.
There were no staffing changes over

Our four dedicated staff
members continued to provide excel-

the past year.

our first full year of
extended hours.
The Lydia Ladd Room, more often
called the Children's Room, underwent
dramatic changes this year. The dark
lent service during

and somewhat gloomy room has been
made light and cheery with colorful
new paint and oak furnishings paid
for in part by a grant from the McPhee
family. In addition, a welcoming space
has been created for Epping's older
Unveiled in October, this
space has grown steadily in popularity with elementary, middle, and high
children.

school students.
This year marks the

first full

year

of Library automation. All transactions

were recorded on the Library

server, al-

lowing for electronic tracking of media,
as well as value-added features such as

reserving circulating books for patrons.

more acmore reli-

Full automation has provided

curate record keeping and
able

statistics.

The

Library

began

participating

in the State Library's special long-term

loan of large print books in June. This
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Wells during a most memorable cer-

program allows the Library to offer a
diverse and constantly changing array
of books at no cost. Use of large print
books has already increased at the Library due to this program.
Special Library events and programs were on the rise in 2005. Some

emony at the Epping Town Hall.
By Memorial Day the Veteran's
Monument in the park will be cleaned
by the Cemetery Preservation Committee of the Historical Society. Existing

overgrown shrubbery has been removed and it is planned to be replaced

highlights include:

in the early spring.

National Library

•

Week

park benches

many visitors some from

Teen Read Week

Book Week

Children's

•

Harry Potter Events
Pajama Nights
A second Preschool Storyhour
has been added this year. The
program now convenes on
Wednesday mornings at 10:30
a.m. and Thursday afternoons
at 1:30 p.m.
New public use computers were
added in October, allowing

•

patrons to make better use of our
DSL network.
The Summer Reading Program

•

events in July resulted in the
Library's highest

can be copied and returned.

Scholastic Press.

We are the only Library in

NH to win this prize.

Epping photos of homes
and people, thousands of computerized vital and genealogical entries &
and records of our 80 cemeteries. A
treasure trove for any researcher!
Come and get involved! Dues are
nominal.

Epping Historical
Society

Any member of our board may

be contacted

& Museum

for further information.

Board of Directors & Members at Large:

Wednesdays.

and

Staff, I

would

like to

thank the

for their continued

This has been an extraordinary
year for your society.

found
Chase

Respectfully submitted,

Amanda Reynolds Cooper

Vice President:

Dan Bennis

Curator/Secretary:

Madelyn

Williamson (679-5482)

at

the

accidentally

were

cemetery

disturbed

reburied

at

memorable Christian and Native
American Ceremony last spring. Members of the Chase family were present.
The Epping Historical Society was involved and contributed with the State
of New Hampshire throughout to this
conclusion. The full State report docu-

Members at Large: Joe Denoncour,
Fran Allen

a

Director

Library Stats for

President: Joy True (679-8855)

After a year's delay, the remains

support.

2005

of 12/21/05)

menting the findings
Items Circulated

21,050

Interllbrary Loans
Attendance
Computer Uses

11,049
2,054

719

1,545
(books, audio books, videos,

and magazines)

house

tions of old

Autographed bookplate of "Harry Potter
and the Half-blood Prince" won from

behalf of the Board of Trust-

New items

We

a full resource center including collec-

On

(as

as

We always welcome your donation

The Epping Historical Society and Museum are open from 6-9 p.m. Mon^
day evenings and 10 a.m.-2 p.m. on

Epping

away

of old Epping or family photos which

circulation of media.

citizens of

as far

monthly

attendance, as well as our highest

ees

two

to fur-

Alaska.

•

•

that

During the year we have welcomed

readers

•

hoped

ther enhance this special place.

• "J" Day, a celebration for junior

•

It is

may be donated

is at

the historical

society.

The

Historical Society Building, af-

ter decades, is finally

being painted by

volunteers, courtesy of our neighbors
Carteret Mortgage

Company who gen-

erously provided the paint.

The Boston

Post

to our oldest resident,

Cane was given
Miss Annie Julia

Planning Board
welcomed newly
member, Greg Tillman, who
replaced the Secretary on the Board,
Austin Bishop. The Board would like
to thank Austin for serving on the
Board as an elected member for three
years and wishes him well on a job that
took him out of state. Robert Graham
remained Chairman, Cory McPhee
In 2005 the Board
elected

Vice-Chairman, Steve lUsley Treasurer,
and Akemate Mike Morasco. Susan McGeough was appointed to serve as the

Town of Epping
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Selectmen's Representative, with Kim
Sullivan serving as the Selectmen's
alternate.

Circuit

Rider/Planner,

Ben

and the Planning Board Assistant
Phyllis McDonough.

2005 Police Report

Frost,
is

The Town
tail

has

many

seen

re-

businesses open in 2005, such as

Lowe's,

Olympia

Sports, Payless Shoes,

Verizon, Super Cuts, and five eating
establishments,

Applebee's,

Wendy's

Quiznos, China Jade and Lucky Fortune. In all, the Board has reviewed

and approved ten Subdivision applications totaling 156 single-family lots,
eight Site Plan reviews, one of which
was denied, two Minor Site Plan reviews and three Lot Line Adjustments.
All contacts and issues relating to

plarming in the Town of Epping should
be forwarded to the Town Planners,
Ben Frost and for long-range planning
related issues. Clay Mitchell. Generally

scheduled office hours for the Plarmer
are Thursday afternoon starting at approximately 4:00. However, contacting
the Planning Board secretary at 679-

1202 ext. 114 will insure that time

is

available.

In response to the growth of the

town,

Board has continued

the

its

work on updates to the Master Plan,
the regulations and several new zoning
amendment proposals. We appreciate
your attention to zoning matters at the
town meeting and election.
The entire Board as always wishes to thank the citizens of Epping for
their

input

continued support, interest, and
we received throughout the year.

Please continue to

let

us

know how

we're doing.

We thank you
ment and continued

for

your commit-

service.

Officers: Robert Graham, III, Cory
McPhee, Steve Ulsley, Greg Tillman,

and Selectmen's Representative Susan
McGeough.
Circuit/Rider Planner Ben Frost and
Planning Board Assistant Phyllis

McDonough.
Alternate:

Mike Morasco.

Crimes
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to increase our staffing levels

we

have

do so in the past few
Our commitment as always, is

not been able to
years.

to improve these numbers and to find
ways in which we can better serve the
needs of our residents and reduce the

number
listing

of reportable crimes.

A

full

of crimes, arrests, accidents, and

calls for service are listed in the

accom-

panying box.

As you can see there has also
been an increase in burglaries most
of which were residential. Three suspects were arrested for two of the burglaries. This was a part of a trio that
were burglarizing properties throughout New Hampshire, parts of Vermont
and Massachusetts. In these cases one
of the three would knock on the door
of a residence to see if there was anyone home. If someone were to answer
the door the person would just ask to
use the phone or look for directions.
Should no one be at home the trio
would break in and steal valuables
from the homeowner. It is imperative
that all residents keep their properties

secure

when away from home and

to

also consider installing an alarm system or at the very least have a reliable

neighbor watch your

We

tion.

encourage

to con-

men

all citizens

the police department to report

any unusual or suspicious activity. It
should never be thought as an inconvenience or imposition to call our department, as it is our duty to investigate
all reported incidents thoroughly and
efficiently. It is also our duty to followup with you and report our findings.
There are several small things we urge
all residents to do such as making sure
your property is secure, properly lit,
and vehicles are locked. You can also
inquire with the Epping Police about
local crime trends in Epping or the local area,

and we

will share that infor-

mation with you, so you can feel safe

want

I

to

thank the

men and

of the Epping Police Depart-

hard work and dedicawant to thank the Town's
people and the Epping Board of Select-

ment

home while you

are away.

tact

closing

women

for their

I

also

for all the positive feedback we
have received, both in terms of telephone calls or support during Town
meetings. Your support has been a

on the

positive influence

officers as

they carry on with their daily

The

Town

residents of this

we want to

tomers and

activities.

are our cus-

insure that your

tax dollars are well spent.
Please have a safe 2006!
Respectfully Submitted,

Gregory

Dodge, Chief of Police

C.

Recreation Department

and secure.
If you have any questions or comments about anything that we do,

Two Thousand and

please contact the police station during

grams

normal business hours

offered ran at capacity. The Department provided many new programs
and joined with other organizations

at

679-5834. In

be a great year
the

Town

has proven to

five

in leisure activities for

of Epping.

Many

that the Recreation

to help with the

of the pro-

Department

running of their ac-

The department exceeded

tivities.

much less
Anne

that

we had

Lucas

forecasted.

official joined

the Af-

ter-School staff in mid-January.

some very memorable

created

the

revenue, while spending

anticipated

Aime

activities

for the children to take part in. In late

spring, the After School

Task force was

created to increase awareness for the

importance of After-School in Epping.

The group meets on a
to set

new

regular basis

goals for the after-school

The After-School program

program.

took an active role in the PTO's annual
Spring Carnival.

The
eggs in

Easter

Bunny dropped

late April at

the playing

a

field

few
be-

hind the SAU building, what fun it was
looking for those eggs in a foot of snow!
Children had the chance for a photo

Burmy and lots of candy in
The Recreation Department
hosted a Pepsi Pitch, Hit and Run competition in May at the Mary Blair Paik

with the Big
their belly.

David, Dylan

and Kyle show off their catch of the day.

Town of Epping
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new

over the

trips all

The new

state.

trips

included a Fisher Cats

game and very popular
Chuck E. Cheese's and
movie adventure. Sharon Harvey signed on
as an A*VISTA member
for the ten

week

pro-

gram. During the summer Sharon organized

some

great

community

learning projects for the

The campers

children.

enjoyed assembling the
blue bird houses that
they got to hang

at

that she decided to sign

up

for the

AMERICORP

position at the

After School program.

The Middle School
Program
Adventure
was a huge success
during the summer.

went on

five

community service project.

out

was

gram

great

for years to

The
went

and

we will

offer the pro-

to the voters in March.

ftind

The war-

rant article was overwhelmingly ap-

The funds that had been donated by Wal-Mart were deposited into
the account. The funds allowed over
900 hours of summer and after-school
programming to be offered to children
that would otherwise have been unable to attend. Thank you for your support! If you would like to contribute to
proved.

this

mer's

action

year!

a great

Recreation

fall

fall

months.

of 2005 has brought the

highest enrollment in the After School

program. The currunning at building caDonations have been strong in

in the history of the

rent

program

pacity.

the past year.

to 2005.

sure to look for new Recreation
Programs in 2006. We will be offering
Flag Football, more Teen trips, summer

Be

sports

camps and bigger and better hol-

iday events. Let's
better than

make

gestions in regards to

we

this year

even

Feel free to give sug-

last!

new

programs;

open to feedback from
the community. Thank you for another
are always

great year!

Town Clerk's Report
The Town Clerk's Office implemented
on line motor vehicle registration for
renewals during May of 2005. This seris provided by our software pro-

vice

Development Combe accessed through the

Interware

vider,

pany, and can

Town's website. Although only a few
residents chose this method of regis-

we

tration,

are attempting to provide

tivity

to

help

our ever changing

was the increase

in

Dump Permit

fees from $1.00 to $5.00 as directed

the Selectmen.

dump

It is

by

important that the

permit you purchase match the
of expiration of your vehicle

month

registration.

Looking ahead for 2006 we are
at many proposed changes in
the voter registration system and the
accessibility of our polling place.
looking

is

Two

large corporations,

Comcast and Wal-Mart, came forward
thousand dollars
to the program. The funding was used
to create a computer lab at Watson

Linda

Foley,

Town

Clerk

to donate nearly five

Academy and provided

scholarships to

Water and Sewer
Department

five children.

a

summer we had this
We had lots of fun, some great

What

packed

ing to offer

fund please contact the Recreation

Office.

Keep an

through the

The

Assistance

last

population. Another change in our ac-

Department is hopthis type of programming

come.

Financial

over

say good-

Course were some of

adventures.

on a wet Sunday afternoon. The turn

those

vacation

services

eye out for this sum-

the finishing touches on the summer

camp enrollment doubled
and was a great way to

year,

bye

all

The December

Biking and the Ropes
the highlights.

Meghan puts

We

exciting

Hiking, Mountain

trips.

and cookies were enjoyed by
that attended.

Fox

Run Conservation Area.
Sharon had so much fun

Member

ing Santa at the annual event. Caroling

The Christmas Tree lighting had
record number of attendees. Many

The year 2005 was one of mixed emotions for the

families joined the Recreation Depart-

We

ment and

both of

Historical Society in greet-

Board of Commissioners.

sadly lost

two of our

whom succumbed

associates,

to

sudden

Town of Epping

illness.

interim

We
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was

Chris Pipitone

briefly

an

administrator for the Board.

miss his

spirit

and enthusiasm

for

the job.

Roger Gauthier was our long time
and Chairman of the Board.
Roger was instrumental in bringing the Water & Sewer Dept. to where
it is today. With the Selectmen's permission the new water tank was dedicated to Roger and will be known as
the "Roger Gauthier Tank". A plaque
will be placed noting that soon. Both
Roger and Chris will be missed.
leader

Joe Foley was appointed to the
Board. Mike and I look forward to
working with Joe. He has already
brought many good ideas to run the
systems more
tions

efficiently.

many

have been

His contribu-

over a short pe-

riod of time.

We

new businesses

in

this

Town and have

con-

nected the Pine and Pond Park to our

water system.
In order to provide

The Town
1,

fire

protection

we were mandated by

to increase

capacity. This task

the

our water storage

was

started last year

and the new water tower was brought
on line this fall. The new water tower which has a capacity in excess of
300,000 gallons

is

more

that 1.5 times

the capacity of our old tower
ant Street

which

will

on

Pleas-

remain in use. The

new tower has cost $874,440 to date
with only small issues remaining to be
completed. This obviously, was an expense too large to be borne by the rate
payers.

The construction

costs of the

tower were funded entirely by connection fees (and one donation of $175,000
by SR Weiner). There will be additional
operating costs for this tower i.e. electrical power, phone and maintenance
costs which will be incorporated into

The sewage treatment plant was
expanded this year. In order to
make sure that we could get an operalso

ating license for the

capacity of 500,000

maximum
gpd

it

design

was neces-

sary to purchase and install the third
phase of the Zenon treatment stations.

This was unanticipated but it was fek
that if we did not upgrade and increase
our capacity now that in the future we

had the following activity during the period of
2005 through December 31, 2005:

Clerk's Office

Motor Vehicle Permits Issued
Municipal Agent Transactions

E-Reg Transactions

Dog

Epping

NHDES

the rate structure.

year We
have completed the installation of a
second water tower behind Walmart,
completed a significant upgrade to
the waste water treatment plant, and
provided new services for a variety of

were very busy

January

to

Licenses

Dump Permits
Marriage Licenses
Vital

Records Certificates

UCC

Filings

Miscellaneous
Total Remitted to Treasurer

8,348

Town of Epping
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was not taken lightly but reflected
upon the fact that our costs have increased and our operating expenses
need to be covered by our operating
income. The increase was effective in
the last quarter of 2005. Of the systems

Epping's Zoning Ordinance carefully
beforehand, and to refrain from sub-

our charges remain in the

For example, Epping's Zoning Ordinance states that certain uses are

that

in the State

lower quarter even after the increase.
In conclusion, our goals remain
the same, to deliver clean drinking
ter

of high quality, to maintain

the lowest rates in the State of
to

add

wa-

some of
NH, and

to the quality of life for

Epping

mitting any request

granted within these laws. By so doing they will save themselves time, ex-

pense and

permitted by Special Exception in the
provided

Aquifer Proteaion District,

they will not pollute the aquifer,
nificantly reduce the volume of water
sig-

which

it

contains, or discharge hazard-

on

site. It is

sponsibility to decide

ZBA

If

ZBA

heard Fifteen

re-

quests for Variances Eleven were granted. Two denied and One tabled. There
was One Special Exception granted.
New Hampshire law strictly con-

three

ZBA Boards in the
ZBA can only grant

the actions of

By law

a

kinds of requests: an appeal

of a previous administrative decision

regarding the

meaning of the Town

Ordinance; a request for a Special
Exception (if it meets all the specific
conditions of the

If

the conditions have

the

been

a variance

ZBA

is

by

requested,

can grant

it

only

State

if all five

Town

Ordinance),

and request for a Variance from the
literal wording of the ordinance
if
it meets five tests spelled out in state
law. Therefore, your Zoning Board of
Adjustment earnestly asks every person considering an appeal to read

—

to the "spirit

not be contrary

and

intent" of the

zoning ordinance. The courts
have ruled "when an ordinance
contains a restriction against a

ZBA would violate

The

the spirit

intent

by permitting

The

principle

and

that use."

underlying

these

only the voters have power
to change their zoning ordinance. No
ZBA has this power
Members have the ability to attend
law lectures for Zoning Boards sponsored by the New Hampshire Municilaws

is

pal Association.

The Board would

remind
Board of
Adjustment meets as needed and all
meetings are televised on EPTV. The
Board also invites the public to attend
like to

the public that the Zoning

met:
Value of surrounding properties

the meetings.

•

would not be reduced.
Granting the appeal would be

"Your Zoning Board of Adjustment"

•

criteria are

The Zoning Board of Adjustment consists of five elected members: Chairman Paul Langdon, Jr., Vice Chairman
Ron LaChance, Thomas Dwyer, Jr.,
Dick Fisher, and newly elected member, Dave Mylott. Alternate is Paul
Spidle. The Board would like to thank
Chairman Paul Brown and akernate
Greg Tillman for serving on the Board.
The Zoning Board Secretary is Phyllis
McDonough.

state.

all

it

law the

Adjustment

trols

finds

must grant the request; if it finds
even one condition is not met, under
the law it cannot grant it.
met,

Zoning Board of

In 2005, the

the ZBA's re-

whether or not a

request meets these conditions.

Henry DeBoer,
Chairman Epping Water and Sewer
Commission

The use must

particular use of the land,

frustration.

ous materials

residents.

which cannot be

•

in

the public interest.
•

Denying the appeal would
effectively prevent the

owner from

Officers: Paul Langdon, Jr., Ron
LaChance, Thomas Dwyer, Jr., Dick
Fisher,

and Dave Mylott

making any reasonable use of the

By

granting the appeal substantial

justice

Paul Spidle
Zoning Board Secretary:

Alternate:

land.
•

would be done.

McDonough

Phyllis
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Financial Reports
Tax Collector's Report MS-61
Year Ending 12-31-2005

Debits
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Credits

Remitted To Treasurer

2005

2004

2003

2002 & Prior
|
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Statement of Appropriations MS-2
Item

(continued)

2004

2005

Difference

85,000

49,500

(35,500)

Capital Outlay

Land
Machinery, Vehicles

& Equipment

Buildings

Improvements Other than Buildings

145,000

(145,000)

Operating Transfers Out

To Special Revenue Fund

To Capital

Projects

Fund

To Enterprise Fund
703,393

Sewrer

Water
Electric

Airport

To

Capital Reserve

Fund

To Expendable Trust Fund (except Health Maint. Fund)
To Health Maintenance Fund
To Non-Expendable Trust Fund
To Agency Funds
Total Appropriation

125,000

Town of Epping
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Revised Estimated Revenues
State Government

Shared Revenue

Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution
Higiiway Blocl< Grant

Water Pollution Grant
Housing & Community Development

& Federal

Forest Land

Reimbursement

Flood Control Reimbursement

Other

From Other Governments
Charges for Services
Income from Departments
Other Charges
Miscellaneous Revenues
Sale of Municipal Property
Interest

on Investments

Other
Interfund Transfer In

Revenue Fund

From

Special

From

Capital Projects

From

Enterprise

Funds

Fund

Sewer (Offset)
Water

(Offset)

Electric (Offset)

Airport (Offset)

From

Capital Reserve

(continued)

FY04 Projected

Source of Revenue

State

IVIS-4

Funds

From Trust & Agency Funds
From Conservation Funds
Other Financing Sources
Proceeds from Long Term Notes

Subtotal of Revenues

& Bonds

FY05 Projected

Dollar Variance
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Salaries of Town
Employee
Bielecki, Judith
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Employees
Type

Amt. Earned

^M

Employee

Type

Amt. Earned
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[

Employee

Dept

Type

Amt. Earned

1
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Town Portion
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Auditor's Report

Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accountants
193 North

Main

Street

•

Concord »

New Hampshire

•

& Auditors

03301-5063

•

603-225-6996

»

FAX-224-1380

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS

To

the

Members of the Board of Selectmen

Town of Epping
Epping,

New Hampshire

Town of Epping for the year ended December 3 1 2004, we considered the
Town' s internal control structure in order to determine the scope of our auditingprocedures for the purpose of expressing
our opinions on the financial statements. Our review of these systems was not intended to provide assurance on the
internal control structure and should not be relied on for that purpose.
In planning and performing our audit of the

,

Under the standards established by the American hstitute of Certified Public Accountants, reportable conditions involve
matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control
structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town' s ability to record, process, summarize, and report
financial data consistent with the assertions of management in the financial statements. A material weabness is a
reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not
reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities caused by error or fi'aud, in amounts that would be
material in relation to the financial statements being audited, may occur and not be detected within a timely period by
employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. Our consideration of the internal control
structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might constitute reportable
conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions that are also considered to be
material weaknesses as defined above.

During the course of our review, the following conditions were noted

that

were considered to be material weaknesses

or reportable conditions as defined above:

UPDATE OFPmOR YEAR FINDINGS
General Books ofAccount

We are pleased overall, with the efforts made by the Town Accountant to address many of the general ledger deficiencies
which were noted

last year.

As a result of these improvements, we were required to make fewer adjustments at year-end in order to close the general
fund of the Town. The enterprise fimds (water and sewer) still present a major challenge in preparing financial
statements at year-end in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Further discussion will ensue
regarding this issue.

TownofEpping
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There are

still

financial

management

issues

which must be addressed by responsible

parties as enumerated

by the

following findings:

Ambulance Billings
Finding

company specializing in the collection and accounting for ambulance services
no indication that the monthly reports received from the service organization are reconciled to any
documentation retained by the &e department.

The Town

contracts with a private

provided. There

is

Recommendation

We have not been provided with

any information that suggests written procedures have been prepared by the fire
department, which would detail monthly steps to be followed by responsible individuals to verify the information
supplied by the servicing conqjany. We repeat our last year" s suggestion that the fire department provide the Board of
Selectmen with written procedures to be followed each month in order to confirm information provided from the service
organization.

Purchase Order System
Finding

We noted in last year" s report, that the Board of Selectmen had adopted a new policy effective January 2004, which
increased the threshold requirement for the issuance of a purchase order from $300 to $1,000. We suggested that
verifying compHance with established procedures should be included in the new Administrator" s responsibilities. We
have noted that purchase orders are at times

still

being submitted with the invoice, which makes the system ineffectual.

Recommendation

We suggest a review of the entire purchase order system to address any departmental

issues

which may preclude the

proper use of purchase orders.

2004 A UDTT FINDINGS
2003 School Tax Liability Adjustment
Condition

The school tax liabihty
liability on the financial

at

December

31, 2003,

to an inaccurate recording of the
be overstated by this amount.

was understated by $170,000 due

statements. This caused the unreserved fund balance to

Cause

payment to the school district against
was actually a disbursement from impact fees to
the district, which the district recorded as an estimated revenue, and reduced the amount due from the Town. Therefore,
the credit was in effect taken twice. A prior period adjustment was made to the beginning fimd balance, in order to

The

general ledger presented to the auditors for 2003, disclosed this amount as a

the net school district tax liability for fiscal 2003-04. However, this

reflect the correct liability

owed.
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Recomm endation
It is

important to segregate each fund and maintain separate accounting for the transactions therein.

As we have stated

previously, rehance cannot be made on the annual independent audit to correct posting errors and to balance the various

interfimd activity which

may occur

over a twelve month period.

Finding

There were substantial errors made in the Revised Estimated Revenues form (MS-4) used by the N.H. Department of
Revenue Administration in setting the annual property tax rate, which resulted in a revenue shortfall in the general fund
of approximately $329,000. Along with the prior period adjustment to fund balance as mentioned above, and the use
of $529,000 of unreserved fund balance against the 2004 tax rate, the Town' s surplus has been reduced dramatically.

Cause

The

sewer department budget included the town appropriation for waste disposal of $170,225 in error.
Therefore, this amount was not raised as part of the 2004 property taxes. Also, there were estimated revenue amounts
from Federal and State sources totaling $338,306. The amount of revenue received for both sources was only $34,913.
These three errors alone resulted in a revenue shortfall of $473,61 8. Excess revenues in other areas helped offset these
offset to the

erroneous estimates.

Recommendation
After discussion with various parties,

we were still not able to determine exactly who arrived at the amounts involved.

Clearly the State can and does adjust estimated revenues, but usually only upon information supplied by the

any event, we suggest that tax rate papers be reviewed by the independent auditor prior
fmalization by the Town; at least until such time as Town enq)loyees feel qualified to perform an accurate review.

governmental

entity.

Treasurer's Monthly

In

to

Bank Reconciliation

Finding

The

Treasurer has not performed monthly bank reconciliations suitable to balance with the

system.

Town' s general ledger

A member of the audit team met with the Treasurer in September, and reported that the Treasurer was preparing

a monthly summary based solely on activity (receipts and expenditures) that have cleared the bank statement for the
month. As a result of this bookkeeping failure, flie Town Accoimtant has assumed the responsibility of preparing
monthly reconciliations of cash balances with the general ledger system. In addition to additional work for the

Accountant, which

is

not her responsibility, this causes weaknesses in internal accounting controls.

Cause

The

Treasurer

is

of the opinion

that her responsibilities

under the State Revised Statutes Annotated (RSA),

include in her monthly report, transactions which have cleared the bank during the month.

is to

only
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Recommendation

We totally disagree with the Treasurer' s position in this matter. We believe that RSA 41 :29 is very clear when

it

states

keep in suitable books provided for the purpose a fair and correct
." This has always implied that entries are made by
account of all sums received into and paid from town treasury
the Treasurer at the time the transaction occurs, not when they appear on a bank statement.
in part as follows: ".

.

.

The town

treasurer shall

.

In siraunary,

include

all

it is

.

only logical that a monthly Treasurer' s report, in order to balance with a general ledger system, must

monies collected and expended during that period. Also, the bank statement should be reconciled just as one
his or her own personal checking account, including applicable deposits in transit and outstanding

would reconcile
checks.

Water and Sewer Departments Funds
Finding

The accoimting for water and sewer funds by the Town is incomplete and has been for some time. Each year, the Town
relics

on the independent auditors to close the accounts and reconcile fixed assets, capital reserve funds,

within the water and sewer funds, and the contributed capital of each fund.

capital projects

Also, interim reports received

by

the

Commissioners have been deficient, and at times, lacked required information necessary for decision making purposes.

Cause

The Town has not been fortunate enough to have hired skilled individuals who have possessed the necessary training
to maintain a full and complete enterprise fund accounting system. Also, lack of sufficient time has contributed to
incomplete recordkeeping.

Recommendation

We are fairly confident, that given a certain period of time, the present Town Accountant will be able to understand and
maintain a full and accurate enterprise fund accounting system. We believe, that with technical assistance, there can
be marked improvement in

this area

of the Town' s recordkeeping system.

Enterprise Funds (Capital Reserve Funds)

Finding

The sewer and water fund capital reserve funds have been established for specific purposes in accordance with the state
statutes

and are in the hands of the Trustees of Trust Funds. There are presently two funds each for water and sewer.

Oftentimes, monies going to or from the funds are not recorded until the annual audit

For example, funds were expended in 2003 and 2004 for the Hoar Well totaling $85,016.54. The trust funds disclose
a balance of$23,119.15inthe Hoar Well Capital Reserve Fund at December 3 1 2004, with no withdrawals in 2003 or
,

water fund for the expenditures. However, there was $45,300 withdrawn from the water main
extension capital reserve fund for this purpose. Even if this is a proper withdrawal for the Hoar Well Project, the

2004

to reimburse the

withdrawal

still

does not cover the expended amount.
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Cause
extremely confusing for everyone involved with the record keeping system to determine funding sources when sewer
and water capital proj ects are involved. The trustees can only disburse funds when they have something in writing which

It is

authorizes them to do so.

It

certainly

is

not within the parameters of the annual independent audit to determine that

expenditures on a project are within the guidelines established for the specific capital reserve.

Recommendation
Because the enterprise funds are restricted funds, consideration should be given to closing out the capital reserve funds
and transferring the balances to the respective water and sewer funds. Elected officials could then eliminate two present
problems. One being whether or not funds are being expended properly for the intended capital reserve, and the second,
not having to account for the specific funds due at year-end from the reserves. Any balance would be part of the
restricted water and sewer fund retained earnings.
Police Grants

Finding

The police

DARE fiind is not in the custody of the Town Treasurer.

Cause
Activity in the past has been limited and there

was not an awareness of the

State requirement regarding the custody

of

the funds.

Recommendation

The DARE fimds should be turned over to the Treasurer for expenditure in accordance and in a manner consistent with
the other fiinds of the Town.

New Reporting Standard
During June of 1 999,

the

Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) issued Statement No. 34, Basic Financial

Statements and Management 's Discussion and Analysis -for State and Local Governments. This statement drastically
changes the way in which financial statements are prepared and requires additional information to be reported in order
-

be in compliance with accoimting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America. Statement No. 34 took effect for the Town of Epping for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2004.
for the financial statements to

The Town has not implemented GASB Statement No. 34, but has presented the financial statements following the format
that was in effect prior to GASB Statement No. 34. While we have conducted our audit following generally accepted
auditing standards as we have in past years,

we have issued an adverse opinion this year because the financial statements
not
are
presented following the model established by Statement No. 34. As described more fully in our audit opinion,
the financial statements are missing several required statements and supplementary information, and the format presented

does not follow Statement No. 34. The opinion does not

mean to imply that the figures presented are incorrect, but that

they are not presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
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I

We recommend that the Town of Epping take action to implement GASB Statement No. 34 as required by accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

This report is intended solely for the information and use of management, the board of selectmen, and others within the
administration. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this report,

February

1 8,

2005

which

is

a matter of public record.
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General Information
Elected Officials

Appointed

Library Trustees

Officials

Deborah McConnell, 2006
Selectmen's Office

Selectmen
Susan McGeough, Chair, 2008
Tom Gauthier, 2007

Teresa Kucera, 2006

Kim

Cheryl Denoncour, 2008

Assessing Clerk, Administrative

Budget Committee
James McGeough, 2008, Chair

Assistant:

Sullivan,

Dianne

2007

2006
Christopher Murphy, 2006

Patricia

Van Wagoner, 2007

Tracy Dvi^yer, 2007

Administrator, Stephen Fournier

(no term)
Assistant: Judith Bielecki (no term)

Gilbert,

Town Clerk

Town

Joyce Blanchard (no term)
Bookkeeper: Lisa Talbot (no term)
Planning Board Secretary: Phyllis

Tax Collector
Linda Foley, 2007
Deputy: Joyce Blanchard

Brenda McCartney, 2008
Elizabeth Conrad, 2008
Laurie Bentz, 2006
Michael King, 2006
Ron LaChance, 2006
Marc Nickerson, 2007
Paul Spidle, 2007
Steve Illsley 2007, resigned 5/18/2005

Police

Treasurer

Kim

Chief of PoUce: Gregory C.

Linda Foley, 2007

Deputy: Joyce Blanchard

James McGeough, 2008
Joseph Foley, Deputy, Appointed,
2005

Wards

Kevin

Jean, resigned 12/30/2005

Sullivan, Selectmen's

Department

Dodge (no

term)

Representative

Christopher Murphy, Selectmen's

Secretary: Jodi Kimball (no term)

Lieutenant: Michael Wallace (no term)

Alternate
Tibbetts, School

Board

Representative

Sergeant: Sean Gallagher, Jason

Newman
Detective:

Donald Oakes, 2007
Richard Cantrall, 2008

Trustees of Trust Fund
Joe Denoncour, 2007, Chair

Tom

Mark Kucera, 2008

Representative

Officer:

Emergency Management: Michael

Charles Goodspeed, 2006

Gauthier, Selectmen's

term)

Kelley (no term)

.

Pamela
Fire

McDonough (no
Code Enforcement

Daniel Harvey, 2006

(no term)

Marc Turner, Richard Cote

(no term)
Patrol Officers:

John Walsh (resigned
McFadden, Ray

April 2005), Richard
Fluet,

Bradley Jardis, Gregory Nye

Cemetery Trustees
Paul Ladd 2007

Supervisors of Checklist
Grace Lavoie, 2010
Pamela Holmes, 2006

Marilyn Perry, 2008

Kim

Moderator

Water and Sewer Commission
Henry DeBoer, 2008, Chair

Daniel Harvey, 2006

Robert Goodrich, 2006

Gauthier,

2008

Loader,

Thomas

,

David

Clivio (no term)

Part-Time Officers: Sgt. Richard

Newman

Sr.,

Paul Hanley, Jeffrey

Leduc,

Kevin Kelley, Shannon Lussier,
Animal Control Officer: Robin Gilbert
(resigned April 2005)

Roger Gauthier, 2006 (resigned Sept
Planning Board
Robert Graham, 2006, Chair
Steve Illsley 2006

Corey McPhee, 2007
Gregory Tillman, 2008
Susan McGeough, Selectmen's
Representative

Kim

Sullivan, Selectmen's Alternate

Michael Morasco, Appointed Alternate,

2008

2005)

Joseph Foley (appointed Oct 2005)
Michael King, 2007
Dennis Koch, Appointed

Fire

Department

Chief of Department:

Henry

Letourneau, Jr, resigned 2005
Brian Toomire, appointed 3/7/2005

Administrator

Zoning Board of Adjustment

Welfare Administrator
Phyllis McDonough (no term)

Paul Langdon, 2007, Chair

Richard Fisher, 2006

Library Director

Ron LaChance, 2006

Amanda Cooper

Tom Dwyer, Jr.,

2007
David Mylott, 2008
Paul Spidle, Appointed Alternate, 2007

Recreation Director
Seth Hickey (no term)
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Recreation Advisory Commission

School District Officers

Camille Hackett, 2007
Carol Bonenfant, 2007

Heather Toland, 2007
Kelli Killen,

2008

Michael Brazil, 2008
Tracy Young, 2008

Christopher

Murphy

,

Selectmen's

School Board
Susan Kimball, Chair, 2007
Pamela Tibbetts, 2006
Scott Booth, 2007
Robert Lonek, 2008
Jeffrey LeDuc, 2008

Representative

Superintendent Of Schools
Barbara Munsey

Ballot Clerks
Patricia Sutliffe,

2006

Joan Thompson, 2006
Anne Marie Amaru, 2006

Andrew

Business Administrator
Martha Williamson

Vallone, 2006

Barbara MacDonald, Alternate

Special Education Director

Cathryn Zylinski

Conservation Commission
Gregory Tillman, Chair, 2006
Carolyn Muise, 2005
Sonja Gonzalez, 2006
Jeff Conrad, 2006
Scott

Pim, 2006

Gerald Langdon, Forestry Committee

Director Of Curriculum

And

Instruction

Gary Tyrone
Administrators
Grades 1-5

Robert Kimball, Forestry Committee

Mark

Kevin Martin, Forestry Committee

Jerry Gregoire, Assistant Principal

Kim

Sullivan, Selectmen's

Grades 6-12
Dixie Bacallao Tremblay, Principal

Representative
Isobel Parke,

Vallone, Principal

Honorable Member

Dagmar

Franke, Assistant Principal

PJ Collins, Assistant Principal

Crossing

Guard
Treasurer

Beverly Laurent

Rene

Pettis,

2005

Lamprey River Advisory Committee
Tillman,

Gregory

Clerk

Robin O'Day, 2005
Historic District

Commission

Madelyn Williamson, 2008, Chair
Cathy Beauchesne, 2006
Deborah McConnell,2006
Joy True, 2007
Julie McPhee, 2007
Pamela Currier, 2008
Forrest True, 2008
Nancy Grimard, 2008
Susan McGeough, Selectman's
Representative

Moderator
Robert Goodrich, 2008
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Statistical

Information

Number

810
Rockingham

County
Labor Market Area
Distance

Portsmouth-Manchester

to:

Manchester,
Boston,

NH

21 miles

MA

Portland,

60 miles
74 miles

ME

New York, NY
Elevation

Temperature (°F)
Annual Average
January Average
Precipitation: Annual Average

Town

Hall

M-Th

Hours

Type of Government
Budget (Annual 2004)

8-4; F 8-12

Planning Board
Industrial Plans

Elected

Reviewed by

46.6
22.2

Town

Fire

noon

Selectman/SB2
$3,763,1 07

Zoning
Master Plan
Capital Improvement Plan
Full Time Police Dept
Full Time Fire Dept

268 miles
278 miles
160

Montreal, Canada

Municipal Services

Planning Board

1968/00
„

1

999
Yes
Yes

Yes

Insurance Rating

5/9

44.0

Taxes (2004)

Demographics

Local Property Tax Rate (per thousand)

Total Population

Community

County

Equalization Ratio

2004
2000
1990
1980
1970

6,023

292,526

Full

5,549

278,748

5,267

246,744

3,460

190,345

Residential

2,356

138,951

Commerial
Other

under 5
1

9

20 to 34
35 to 54
55 to 64
65+
Median Age

41

Value Tax Rate (per thousand)

83.8%
14.0%
2.2%

383
1,219
1

,030

1

,92

41

506
35.8 years

Housing (2003)
1547
18
407
2

Single-Family Units

Number of building permits
Multi-Family Units

Number of building

Permits

Mobile Homes

work (mins)
Residents working in community
Residents commuting to another NH community
Residents communting out-of-state

Min. travel time to

442

Utilities

27.7

16%
69%
1 5%

PSNH/NH

Electricity

Average Usage Well #4
Sanitation

Epping High School
Epping Elementary School

91

McDonalds

50

ERRCO

Burger King

47
30
25

PSNH

(Utility)

15

Telephone

Goodrich Brickyard

12

Cellular

(Recycling)

Abenaki Timber

87

Coop.

Epping Water Dept.
2 Bed Rock Wells
90 gpm
70 gpm

Water
Average Usage Hoar Well

350

Electric

None

Natural Gas

Source

Wal-Mart

.2

$1 3.34

2004 Valuation

Population by Age (2000)
5 to

$32.25

Sewer
Coverage
Municipal Treatment Plant
Type
Active Sludge/Zenon

Municpal

25%
Microfiltration

Capacity (million gal/day)

0.50

Load (percent of capacity)

20%
Verizon

Phone Access

Yes

Yes

Cable Television Access

High-Speed Internet Service

(Bus.

&

Res.)

Yes
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Transportation/access

Road Access
State Routes

27, 101,

125

1-95, Exit 2

Nearest Interstate

Distance

1

5 miles

Runway

Downeaster (Exeter)
Manchester
9250 feet

Lighted

Yes

Railroad

Airport

Yes

Navigational Aids

26 miles

Distance

Exeter Hospital

Hospital

Distance

1

Number of Doctors working

Miles

218

Beds
in

town

Educational/Childcare Facilities

1
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Town Owned Properties (continued)
Location
33

Route 101
Route 101
Off Route
Off Route

Witham R
Tami Lane

Fremont

f

Fremont

f

OffExetei
Off Birch

I

Birch Roa(

lOBirch Road

— 20 Acres
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Date of
Marriage
6/19/2005

Name of
Groom & Bride

Residence of

Groom & Bride

Date of
Marriage

Name of
Groom & Bride

Residence of

Groom & Bride
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Births
January

1,

2005 - December 31, 2005

Date of Birth
1/2/2005

Child's

Name

Parents'

Names

Birthplace
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Births
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(continued)

Date of Birth
8/4/2005

Cliild's

Name

Parents'

Names

Birthplace
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Town Warrant Articles

2006

the inhabitants of the

Town

of

•

Epping, County of Rockingham,

•

To

in the State of

qualified to vote in

New

town

Hampshire,
•

Session

First

You

Ward

First (Deliberative)

meet

for the

•

One Moderator for two (2) years.
Two Planning Board Members for

Session of the an-

•

town meeting,

be held

to

at

the

Two
One

Selectmen for three (3) years.
Trustee of the Trust Funds

Amendment No.

are present the

opportunity to propose, debate and

adopt amendments to each warrant
ing

except those

articles

ar-

whose word-

prescribed by state law.

is

Commissioner

29:

Parcels

178, 186

for three (3) years.

and 296. The amendchange the permitted uses
these properties in an effort to en-

291, 293, 294,

Amendment 1

ment

in favor of the adoption of

proposed by the
Planning Board for the town zoning ordinance to change Article 2 Section 3,
West Epping Commercial Business Zone
as follows: To remove certain uses as
permitted uses that the planning board
as

1

feels are incompatible

uses,

Second Session
You are also notified

Map

Business Zone:

through 193, 198 through 202,
205, 206, 208 through 216, 285 through

Are you

who

Article 3, Indus-

tral

and debate of each of
the following warrant articles, and will
afford those voters

amend

Commercial Zone and Article 2,
Section 6 Residential Zone and Article
2, Section 5 High Density Residential
Zone by changing the following parcels from their existing zoning to be
included in Article 2, Section 4 Cen-

One Water and Sewer

erative) Session will consist of explanation, discussion,

ordinance to

for three (3) years.

Article 2: Planning

•

Planning Board for the town zoning
trial

Epping Middle High School Auditorium,
Epping, NH on the eighth day of February 2006 being Wednesday, at seven in
the evening (7 p.m.) The First (Delib-

ticle,

for three (3) years.

three (3) years.

are hereby notified to

nual

Fire

Library Trustees for three (3)

years.
•

affairs:

One
Two

and

with the

The

lots in the area.

scale,

follow-

for

will

courage more non-residential develop-

ment in areas near the core of downtown and promote high-density mixed
uses in downtown. This change seeks
to encourage revitalization of Epping's

downtown and make

it

a destination

Town. [Recommended by the
Planning Board 3-0-1]
for the

ing uses are proposed to be removed:

meet

Amendment 4

for the

wholesale establishments, motel/hotel,

Article 5: Planning

Second Session of the annual town

shopping malls and plazas, recreation
establishments/campgrounds, and gasoline stations. [Recommended by the

Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the town zoning
ordinance to amend Article 10 Epping
Wetlands Ordinance to provide greater protections to wetland resources
that are associated with the Piscassic

meeting, to elect
ficial

ballot

and

to

town

to vote

officers

by

by

of-

official bal-

on the warrant articles as they may
have been amended at the First Session,
to be held at the Epping Middle High
School, Epping NH, on the Fourteenth
day of March 2006, being Tuesday, at
eight o'clock in the forenoon (the polls
lot

are to

be open

at

Article 3: Planning

Are you

Amendment 2

in favor of the adoption of

Amendment No.

2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the town zoning or-

bounded by Route

the border with the

may

not

dinance to change Article

upon

the

Residential

8 a.m. and

close prior to 7 p.m.) to act

Planning Board 4-0-0]

following:

Residential

2,

Section 6

Zone and Section 7 Rural
Zone by changing the fol-

lowing parcels from Residential to RuArticle 1: Election of Officers

ral Residential:

To choose necessary town

Map

officers for

Map

13: Parcels 1

Parcels 1 through

the ensuing year:

7,

Parcels 1 and2.

through
3-

Map

I6.

Map

19:

20: Parcels 1

•

Three Budget Committee

through 19. Map 26: Parcels 43 through
45 and 87 through 93. The amendment will change the permitted uses

•

Members for three (3) years.
One Budget Committee Member

minimum lot sizes. [Recommended by the Planning Board

one (1) year.
One Cemetery Trustee

4-0-0]

•

Two Board
Members

of Adjustment

for three (3) years.

for
•

•

and

for three

Article 4: Planning

One

Are you

for six (6) years.

125, Route 101,

Town

and

of Brent-

wood. The proposed amendment

will

increase buffer requirements for these

wetlands and mitigation requirements
for impacts.

The proposed amendment

water withdrawals from
wetland resources to public safety and
drinking water purposes. [Recomwill also limit

mended by the Planning Board
4-0-0]

raise the

(3) years.

Supervisor of the Checklist

River in the triangular area of Epping

Amendment 3

in favor of the adoption of

Amendment No.

3 as

proposed by the

Article 6: Reaffirm

the Adoption

of the Provisions of RSA 41:14-a:
Allowing the Board of Selectmen to
Acquire or Sell Land or Buildings

To see

if

the

Town

will reaffirm their

adoption the provisions of RSA 4l:l4-a
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Select-

Article 9: Town Hall

to acquire or sell land, buildings,

Expendable Trust
To see if the Town

which authorizes the Board of

men

or both, provided that the Selectmen

submit the proposed acquisition
or sale to the Planning Board and
Conservation Commission for review
and recommendation, and further provided that they first hold two public
first

on

hearings

men may
or

more

Then

the proposal.

Select-

proceed, provided that

if

50

registered voters petition the

Selectmen, the acquisition or sale shall
not proceed until

it

is

approved by

propriate the

sum

Improvement
will raise

and ap-

of twenty thousand

be placed

previously established

provement

Town

Expendable

in the

Hall Im-

Fund.

tional full-time Police Officer position.

will

[Recommended

In the event federal funding expires, the

by the Board of Selectmen 3-2; Not
Recommended by the Municipal
Budget Committee 2-7-1]

Town authorizes an additional $6,000.00

through

taxation.

To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) to be deposited

modify

the Elderly Exemption from property

Town

tax in the

Fund

into the existing Landfill Closure Capiwill vote to

of Epping, based

assessed value, for qualified
resident taxpayers to

full

be as

on

time

tal

Reserve Fund. [Not Recoounended

by the Board of Selectmen 1-4; Not
Recommended by the Municipal
Budget Committee 0-9-1]

follows:

person 65 years of age up to 74
person 75 years
up to 79 years, $65,000; for a person
80 years of age or older $75,000. To
qualify, the person must have resided
in the State of New Hampshire at least

for a

years, $50,000; for a

5 consecutive years preceding April
1, own the real estate individually or

Compactor/Container
Purchase for Transfer Station
To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars
and no cents ($30,000.00) for the purchase of a new solid waste compactor
and container and to perform any necArticle 11:

essary

site

work

at

the transfer station.

such person's spouse, they must have

[Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 3-2; Recommended by the

been married or a domestic partner

Municipal Budget Committee

or

jointly,

at least

if

the real estate

is

owned by
for

Thousand

(Six

7-2-1]

Dollars)

be

raised

[Recommended by the Board

of Selectmen 3-2; Recommended by
the Municipal Bu^et Committee
6-2-1]

Highway Truck
Expendable Trust Fund
To see if the Town w^ill vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to be added to the existing Highway Truck CapiArticle 13:

tal

Reserve Fund. [Not Recommended

by the Board of Selectmen 1-4; Not
Recommended by the Municipal
Budget Committee

1-8-1]

Article 14: Funds For ETV
To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $19,343.00
(Nineteen Thousand Three Hundred
Forty Three Dollars) to be placed in

the previously established Epping Television Expendable Trust Fund.

5 years. In addition, the tax-

and

appropriated to fund the additional officer.

4-0]

Exemption
To see if the Town

revenue from the grant of $75,000.00
(Seventy Five Thousand Dollars). Upon

be raised

and no additional funds

Article 10: Landfill Closure

Amending the Elderly

Hundred Thirty One Dollars) is to
by taxes with a total offsetting

raised

termination of the grant period (3 years)
the Town would fully fund the addi-

Trust

mended by the Board of Selectmen

Article 7:

Eight

be

sum will come from fund balance

[Recom-

the voters at town meeting.

and

2008. $57,831.00 (Fifty Seven Thousand

dollars ($20,000) to

This

Dollars) in fiscal years 2006, 2007,

These

COPS FAST Grant
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $42,135.00 (Forty Two Thousand One Hundred Thirty

funds represent the difference between
the Epping Television Operating Bud-

of $50,000; excluding the value of the
property this exemption is applied to

Five Dollars) for the hiring of one addi-

will

tional full-time Police Officer including

will

and which

benefits.

payer must have a net income of not

more than $19,000 or, if married, a
combined net income of not more than
$29,000, and own assets not in excess

dence.

is

the person's primary resi-

[Recommended by the Board

of Selectmen 4-0]
Article 8: Spraying for

To see

the

Mosquitoes

Town will vote to

$17,135.00 (Seventeen

Thou-

sand One Hundred Thirty Five Dollars)

be raised by taxes. The balance of
$25,000.00 (Twenty Five Thousand Dollars) shall be provided by an approved
three year United States Department
is

support
the method of widespread spraying
for the treatment and extermination of
if

Article 12: Police

to

of Justice Office of

Community

Ori-

ented Policing Services Grant funded

would

mosquitoes, insects and other pests.

at

[Recommended by the Board of Se-

call for a total

lectmen 4-0]

$132,831.00 (One Hundred Thirty Two
Thousand Eight Hundred Thirty One

$25,000.00 per year. Approval

estimated increase of

get

and the amount of money collected

in franchise fees in 2005. This simi

the fund balance and
have no impact on the tax rate.

come from

[Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0; Recommended by the
Municipal Budget Committee 9-0-1]
Article 15: Lease/Purchase of

Ambulance
To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to enter into a
year lease agreement not to exceed one hundred ninety-five thousand
dollars and no cents ($195,000.00) for
the purpose of leasing and equipping
five (5)

Town of Epping
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Article 19: Contribution to the Area

Article 23: Contribution to the

Homecare and Family Services

Lamprey Health Care
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty Dollars ($3,780) to be distributed to Lam-

an ambulance for the Fire Department,
and to raise and appropriate the first
year's lease expenditure of an amount
not to exceed thirty nine thousand dollars and no cents ($39,000.00) from the

To see

Public Safety Facilities Fund, a fund

to

by revenue from the
agreement

to

solely financed

ambulance

fees. This lease

if

the

appropriate

Town will vote to raise and
the sum of Two Thousand

Hundred and Ten Dollars ($2,6lO)
be distributed to Area Homecare &

Six

Family Services for services estimated
be rendered to residents of the Town

[Recommended

prey Health Care for services estimated
to

be rendered to residents of the Town

during the year 2006.

[Reconunended

will contain a non-appropriation clause

during the year 2006.

have a one dollar ($1.00) purchase option at the end of the lease.
There will be no tax impact in 2006.
[Reconunended by the Board of Selectmen 3-2; Reconunended by the
Municipal Budget Conunittee 6-3-1]

by the Board of Selectmen 3-2; Reconunended by the Municipal Bud-

by the Board of Selectmen 3-2; Reconunended by the Municipal Bud-

get Conunittee 5-4-1]

get Conunittee 6-3-1]

Article 20: Contribution to the

Article 24: Contribution to the Richie

and

will

Article 16: Contribution to Adult

Tutorial Program
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Hvmdred
Dollars ($500.00) to be distributed to

the Adult Tutorial Program for services

estimated to be rendered to residents of
the

Town

during the year 2006. [Rec-

ommended by

the Board of Select-

men 3-2; Reconunended by the Municipal Bucket

Committee

Seacoast Big Brother/big Sister

JMcfarland Children's Center

Program
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Six Hundred Twenty Dollars ($1,620) to
be distributed to Seacoast Big Brother/
Big Sister Program for services estimated to be rendered to residents of the
Town during the year 2006. [Recommended by the Board of Selectmen

To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand Eight Hundred Fifty Dollars
($3,850) to be distributed to McFariand

3-2; Reconunended by the Municipal Budget Conunittee 5-4-1]

get Conunittee 5-4-1]

Article 21: Contribution to Child

Response Seacoast
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Twenty Five Dollars ($525.00) to
be distributed to the AIDS Response
Seacoast for services estimated to be
rendered to residents of the Town during the year 2006. [Reconunended by

the Board of Selectmen 3-2; Recommended by the Municipal Bu^et

Committee

be rendered to residents of the Town

during the year 2006.

[Reconunended

by the Board of Selectmen 3-2; Reconunended by the Municipal Bud-

Article 25: Contribution to the

7-3-1]

Article 17: Contribution to Aids

Children's Center for services estimated
to

and

Family Services
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Four

Thousand Dollars ($4,000)
tributed to Child

services estimated to
residents of the

to

be

dis-

& Family Services

Town

be rendered

for

to

during the year

2006. [Reconunended by the Board
of Selectmen 3-2; Reconunended
by the Municipal Budget Conunit-

.

Retired Senior Volunteer Program

To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Three Hundred Dollars ($300) to be distributed to
Retired Senior Volunteer Program for
services estimated to be rendered to
residents of the

Town

during the year

[Reconunended by the Board
of Selectmen 3-2; Reconunended by
the Municipal Budget Committee
2006.

6-3-1]

tee 6-3-1]
Article 26: Contribution to the

5-4-1]

Article 22: Contribution to the

Rockingham County Community

Article 18: Contribution to

Community Diversion Program

Action

American Red Cross
Chapter
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) to be distributed to American Red Cross
Great
Bay Chapter for services estimated to
be rendered to residents of the Town

To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Five Hundred and Ninety Dollars
($1,590) to be distributed to Community Diversion Program for services estimated to be rendered to residents of

To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Two Hundred Eighty-Five Dollars ($10,285) to be distributed to
Rockingham Co. Community Action
for services estimated to be rendered to

the

Town during the year 2006. [Not
Reconunended by the Board of Selectmen 0-5; Not Reconunended by

residents of the

the Municipal Budget Conunittee

[Reconunended by the Board
of Selectmen 3-2; Reconunended by
the Municipal Budget Conunittee

4-5-1]

6-3-1]

—

the
Great Bay

—

during the year 2006.

[Reconunended

by the Board of Selectmen 3-2; No
Reconunendation from the Municipal Budget Conunittee 5-5]

2006.

Town

during the year

Town of Epping
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Article 27: Contribution to

Rockingham Nutrition and Meals On
Wheels
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Three Thousand
Nine Hundred and Ten Dollars ($3,910)
to be distributed to Rockingham Nutrition & Meals On Wheels for services
estimated to be rendered to residents

of the Town during the year 2006.
[Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 3-2; Recommended by the
Municipal Budget Committee 6-3-1]

Health for services estimated to be rendered to residents of the Town during
the year 2006. [Not Reconunended

the Board of Selectmen 5-0; Recommended by the Municipal Budget

Committee

9-0-1]

by the Board of Selectmen 0-5; Not
Recommended by the Municipal

Article 33:

Budget Committee

to Lamprey River Youth Soccer

3-6-1]

Article 31: Contribution to Sexual

Assault Support Services
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars
($1,250) to be distributed to Sexual

By Petition: Contribution

To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) to be distributed
to Lamprey River Youth Soccer. [Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0; Recommended by the
Municipal Budget Committee 6-3-1]

Assault Support Services for services
Article 28: Contribution to

A Safe

To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500) to be distributed to

A

Article 34:

Town during the year 2006.
[Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 3-2; Recommended by the
Municipal Budget Committee 6-3-1]

to the Epping Youth Athletic

Safe Place for services estimated to

be rendered

Town
[Recommended

to residents of the

during the year 2006.

by the Board of Selectmen 3-2; Recommended by the Municipal Budget

Committee

6-3-1]

Article 32: 2006 Operating Budget
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations by
special warrant articles and other ap-

propriations
Article 29: Contribution to Seacoast

Hospice

To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500) to
be distributed to Seacoast Hospice for
services estimated to be rendered to

Town during the year
2006. [Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen 3-2; Recommended by
residents of the

the Municipal Budget Committee
6-3-1]

Article 30: Contribution to Seacoast

Mental Health Center
To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00)
to be distributed to Seacoast Mental

By Petition: Contribution

estimated to be rendered to residents
of the

Place

voted

separately,

set

forth

therein,

totaling

four million eight hundred eighty- one

thousand

one hundred two

dollars

and eighty-one cents ($4,881,102.81).
Should this article be defeated, the default budget shall be four million seven
hundred twenty seven thousand two
hundred eighty-eight dollars and thirty
nine cents ($4,727,288.39), which is the
same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of
the Town or by law or the governing
body may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI,
to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.

9-0-1]

the

amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended
by vote of the first session, for the
purposes

Association

To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand Dollars ($3,000) in support
of the Epping Youth Athletic Association. [Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen 4-0; Recommended by
the Municipal Budget Committee

[Recommended by

Article 35:

By Petition:

Discontinuance of Two Right of Ways
Between Meadowbrook Drive and
Town Tax Map 17 Lot 9

To see

if

the

Town will discontinue two

50ft dedicated

ways between Meadow-

brook Drive and Tax
Article 36:

Map

17 Lot

9.

By Petition: Rescind 2004

Town Meeting Noise Ordinance
To see if the Voters of the Town

of

Epping wiU rescind its vote of March
9, 2004 where Article 48 changed the
noise ordinance to read, "so that from
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. residents can use and
enjoy,

on

their

ational vehicles

own

property, recre-

and other operating

equipment" and return the ordinance
its original language and intent.

to

.

Town of Epping
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2006

Town Budget

MS-7

BUDGET OF THE TOWN
WITH A MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
OF THE TOWN OF EPPING, NEW HAMPSHIRE
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January

1,

1006 to December 31 2006
.

IMPORTANT:
Please read

Use

1

This

this

form to

means

list

RSA 32:5 applicable to alt munlcipallttes.

the entire budget

the operating budget and

2.

Hold at least one public hearing on

3.

When

in

all

the appropriate

special

this

and

recommended and

not

individual warrant articles

recommended

area.

must be posted.

budget.

completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration

placed on
at the

lliis

address below.

form was posted with the warrant on

(Date):_

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Phase sign in ink.

THIS

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT

FOR DRA USE ONLY

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O.

BOX 487, CONCORD, NH

03302-0487

(603)271-3397

MS-7
Rev. 08/05
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"SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES"

3456789

Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3,VI, as appropriations: 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations raised by bonds tn notes;
3) appropriations to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserve funds or trusts funds: or 4) an appropriation designated
on IIk wan'ant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable article1

!

ACCT*

2
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS

Wair.

(RSA32:3.V(

Art.*

Appropriallons

Actual

Prior Y«arA«

Expenditures
Prior Year

Approved b»

DRA

SELECTMEN'S AfWOPRIATIONS

En»uln9 Fiscal Yesr
(RECONWENDEOI
(NOT flECOMMENDED)

BUDOETCOMWHEFSAfWOPRiATIONS
Ensuing FIsmI Year
KOT RECOMMENDED
RECOMMeweO
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Town/City of.

2

6
Actual

Warr.

SOURCE OF REVENUE

Art.#

Estimated Revenues
Prior Year

Estimated

Revenues

Revenues

Prior Year

Ensuing Year
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Epping School District Of&cers
2005-2006
School Board
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Susan Kimball, Chairman
Scott Booth, Vice Chairman

Pamela Tibbetts
Jeffrey LeDuc
Robert Lonek

Expires 2007
Expires 2007
Expires 2006
Expires 2008
Expires 2008

Barbara D. Munsey, Superintendent of Schools

Martha Williamson, Business Administrator
Cathy Zylinski, Special Services Administrator

School Principals
Mark

Vallone, Grades

1-5

Gary Tirone, Grades 6-8
Dixie Bacallao Tremblay, Grades 9-12

School District Officers
Renee

Pettis,

School District Treasurer

Robin O'Day, School District Clerk
Robert Goodrich, School District Moderator

Epping School
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Letters to the
my

message last year, I stressed the
importance of the Epping School District making changes in the areas of
space, curriculum, and programming
In

in order to offer a quality education to

our children and prepare them for the
future. And thanks to your generosity
at the polls last March, those changes
are about to

become a reality! As of this

— there
of
no conare no massive
crews or heavy equipment —

writing, nothing

is

tangible yet

piles

dirt,

struction

but

I

assure you, they will be appear-

ing very soon!

By

Community

the end of March,

and parking

off-limits,

only,

single

district

— we ask

your understanding
and patience. For the next 18 months,
our growing pains will not be pleasant.
At times,

We

will

we

need

to take the long

Our

longer distances.

Epping

practices.

And many of the

activities that are
at

be a

new homes

for

The second Warrant

Article

is

the

a.

Epping can operate
for the

same

its

own SAU

cost as remaining in

SAU-14.
b.

Epping would no longer subsidize
the smaller school districts of

Chester and Fremont.
c.

SAU budget would be

The goal was to prestown a budget
which would keep costs as low as posing this budget.

ent to the voters of the

The

evi-

dence of this accomplishment is a budget figure which is only $8,640 more
than the defauk budget. There are
many benefits to this proposed budget
in that it maintains current school programs and allows us to carry on with
several of our district initiatives. Some
of these initiatives include implement-

part of the

ing student learning plans starting at

Grade 4, separating the middle school
and high school, and continuing to offer an expanded curriculum. We feel it

2.Epping would receive

100% of SAU

is

vitally

important to maintain these

goals despite the fact that, due to a

services.

Epping currently receives only

continued decrease in the Fremont en-

50%

rollment,

of services. Chester

and

Fremont each receive 25%.
b.A single-district SAU would be
specifically focused on Epping's
c.

because of the tax impact of the

recent town-wide revaluation.

Epping school budget, subject to
official ballot vote.

a.

Committee have spent

countless hours preparing and review-

sible

we have considerably less
revenue from Fremont tuition as they
phased out of our school district
and head to Sanborn Regional. It is
are

needs.

also important to note that last year,

A single-district SAU would be

the school district returned $192,071 to

directed

and evaluated by Epping.

the town's General Fund.

In response to the questions

temporarily. This will

example of things getting
worse before they get better. But please
bear with us and don't lose sight of our
goal ... I assure you the final product
will be well worth it!
When you go to the polls this year,
you will see only two Warrant Articles
classic

own SAU

its

would be no tax impact
and no additional cost to the
community.

"after hours"

currently scheduled

the middle-high school will need to

find

to operate

1. There

regardless of whether they are school-

sponsored or town-sponsored, will need
to be very creative in finding adequate
space in which to hold their games and

Education.

and Budget

way

athletic teams,

This is an initiative that is unanimously supported by the SAU Planning
Committee, the Epping School Board,
and the Municipal Budget Committee. It has also received the approval
of the New Hampshire State Board of

Dick Marcotte, and
Mark Vallone. The committee determined that it would be more equitable
Foley, Marci Morris,

be inconvenienced.

around rather than the direct route. We
will need to park farther away and walk

determine our

school budget. Both the School Board

for

will

not act now, another

representatives of the community, Joe

ping up, and walkways being inaccessible

SAU. This plan

comes before the voters after careful
and thorough study by the Epping SAU
Planning Committee comprised of: two
School Board members, Scott Booth
and Bob Lonek; one Budget Committee member, Paul Spidel; and four

lots

fences pop-

is

—

goes with a major construction project
as roadways

we do

fate.

— which

the following reasons:

suddenly being

c. If

comprised of Chester, Epping, and Fremont
and instead, establish an Epping-

the current SAU-14

dition, new high school gymnasium,
including
and other renovations
more parking lots and more efficient
roadways for busses and other vehicles
should finally be in fuU swing.
And with all the commotion that

—

a

district will likely

for

—

first is

proposal for Epping to withdraw from

construction of the middle school ad-

— such

The

pertaining to the schools.

School Board

District

3. Epping

would determine its own

fate.

Chester also continues to pursue

a.

withdrawal from SAU-14.
Fremont is pursuing a
cooperative school district with

b.

Sanborn Regional.

many

of you have asked with regard to the
reaccreditation

status

of

the

high

an update on where
we currently stand. As you may recall,
last year we were placed on warning
status by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC)
school, here

is

Epping School
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and our chances of being reaccredited
looked bleak. The visiting team from
NEASC came in October and spent
three days assessing our high school.
And although we have not yet received
any official report, we have been given
verbal feedback stating that we will
receive conditional accreditation contingent

upon completion

building.

of the

new

We were also commended for

our efforts to physically separate our

middle and high school students. So it
is clear that passing the bond vote for
our building proposal last March by an
overwhelming 76.5% weighed heavily
in

our favor in the eyes of the NEASC
Solving our space issues and

team.

showing good faith efforts to separate
our middle school and high school students were very positive steps toward
insuring our continued accreditation.
I will close by recommending that

Enrollment
As of 10/1/2005

Grade

1

Elementary
School

Epping School
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As

also learned that great

companies talked about what

and transition from
good to great, there will
be other changes such

they ^vere passionate about, what

as getting people in the

they could be the best

right

They

continue this pro-

cess

facts.
2.

we

after confronting the brutal

came

at,

and

prepare

to

seats

what drove them economically.
In doing so, they were able

for the physical separa-

to identify a simple practical

high schools and to help

understanding —
— and they stuck to

their

tion of the

hedgehog

middle and

push our flywheel in the
right direction.

it.

Disciplined Action

During the last two
we have begun
to have conversations
about our own brutal
facts and faced some of
them head on. One was
the realization that Epping was going
it alone
with an Epping-only school
system. We break ground this March
on a building project that honors that

years,

l.They found that companies with
disciplined people and disciplined
thought naturally developed
disciplined action. This

happened

without hierarchy, bureaucracy,
or excessive controls.

It

happened

with people being given the
freedom, responsibility, and
opportunity within the company's

framework of understanding their
hedgehog concept.
2. They also found the companies
carefully used technology rather
than relying on it to transform

direction.
is

On

SAU14,

making

an Epping-only

for

SAU focused on Epping
year and next
al

we

Schools. This

face the withdraw-

of Fremont students and a reduc-

tion of tuition

their business.

the ballot this March

a warrant article to withdraw from

revenue to support our

Our budget addresses this and
requests that we hold on to our current
schools.

Our flywheel has been pushed
has started to move. The Epping
is following a process
similar to that described above. We

and

it

School District

have

new

leadership

and we have

started to get the right people

on the

key positions. This year we
restructured our leadership to have an
elementary, middle, and high school
principal each focused on their respec-

bus and

tive

in

schools as well as the school district.

Statistical Data:

resources in order to keep our flywheel

moving. Then

we

Behind and new

have

No

Child Left

state initiatives.
is

dren will learn,
and every one of them on the bus until
graduation.

However, we have educational systems in place that don't sufficiently address these

new

challenges.

It

will take

School Year 2004-2005

Average Daily

Membership

Our

now that all chiland we must keep each

educational charge

Average Dally
Attendance

Percent of

Attendance

District

Epping School

as

be heard.
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We

must take the time to
truth and find our

own

seek out our
true direction.

As Jim
ness

is

I

— "Great-

not a function of circumstance.

Greatness,
ter of

Collins has stated

it

turns out,

is

make

the

fall

The
and

new

ready for

for

members

directly geared to

learning. This past

Good

Epping Building Committee

Elementary School

A partnership with area colleges

is

about to begin!

Mitchell Library.

gear

as the Middle-High School

is,

up

things are getting ready to

as the pre-construction

phase

During pre-construction the plans
from the schematic sho'wn last March
have developed into more detailed
drawings. Representatives from our architects, Frank P. Marinace Architects
A. P., have been hard at work meeting extensively with staff and administration to gather program and space
requirements. They have compiled a
list of needs and requests and have
worked with the contractor, Conneston
Construction Inc. (CCI),

consultants,

and the building committee to revise
the plans. The result is a building design that meets the requirements of the
District's

well as

Middle School philosophy, as
and space needs, while

facility

staying within budget.

The more
cess

is

visible part of the pro-

about to begin. Drawings will

soon be sent

to sub-contractors for bid-

ding. After completing the bid process,

CCI

be ready
March of 2006 and
will

to

break ground in

this is

when the

real

changes begin. Site fencing, reduction
of parking and changes to pedestrian
traffic will be the rule of the day as
construction gets up to speed. As the

new

addition grows, renovations will

begin within the existing building

fol-

lowed by the construction of the new
gymnasium. While there may be trials
and inconveniences along the way, it

to integrate curriculum

improve student achievement.

to

nearing completion and construction

usually

on how

versity

is

As busy

teach-

Foundation program to
improve science instruction. Another
team of teachers attended a week long
summer institute at Plymouth State Uni-

Fourth annual First Day program
Epping Elementary School opened
on August 29, 2005. 300 aduks joined
their children in classes and then took
part in an orientation session put on
by school and community organizations such as Title I, Epping Police and
Fire Departments as well as the Harvey

Building Committee

improving student

summer, ten

tional Science

Chairperson

to Great.

Barbara Munsey

and

variety of training

ers studied electricity as part of a Na-

support.

choice and participate in transforming

Epping Schools from

wide

your continued

building committee

Jeffrey Nollet,
that conscious

to take their training very seriously
participate in a

thank you

I

facility

of 2007.

largely a mat-

conscious choice."

ask you to

will all lead to a

Our school welcomed
new staff members Dan Bastein (Physical Education),

Rachel Pattee (Grade

1),

Kathy Stanley-Burding (School-Home
Coordinator), Leah Taylor (Special Education), Katie

and Molly
school also
as

its

Buchanan

(Preschool),

The
welcomed Jack Anderson

Reilly (Kindergarten).

new Technology

Coordinator and

a part-time instructor for technology

education

(

Dea Mayne).

and universities
As part of our school's effort to improve reading and writing, Epping
Elementary has formed partnerships
with the University of New Hampshire
and other colleges. This year, over 20
teachers have participated in graduate

courses on literacy that are conducted

by
The

right here at school

the University

of New Hampshire.

courses, called

Learning Through Teaching, bring university professors into the school to

observe teachers, conduct classes and
lead groups of staff members in small

group observations of effective instruction. UNH professor and author Thomas Newkirk is conducting research on
boys and reading in first grade teacher,
Carole Bilodeau's class.

Continued

efforts to

improve

volunteers

reading and writing
Epping Elementary continued its effort to improve student achievement in
reading and writing.

Summer

reading

programs were expanded to provide
more tutoring and to encourage more
reading by students and their families.
First grade students took part in the
second year of a federal research project on technology and learning. Two
classes

were provided

free online read-

ing lessons called Headsprout as part

of the curriculum.

The

school's Title

I

student
tutor

grade two students in reading. Student
teachers from Franklin Pierce College,
Rivier College and Chester College of
New England are also conducting internships at our school under the su-

pervision of EES teachers.

New testing implemented
In October, students in grades three,
four and five were tested as part of

the

New England Compact Assessment
NECAP is a series of math-

Program.

ematics and language arts tests that

program and budget were revised so
that the school could hire two more
reading tutors and increase after school
support for students at risk of academic

replaced

failure.

eight.

New

Hampshire's previous

NHEIAP test and meets federal requirements

for assessing student

academic

achievement in grades three through
a

Continuous teacher training
Epping Elementary teachers continue

UNH

our school to

visit

The school

new

is

also starting to use

reading in kindergarten
grade called the DIBELS (Dy-

test for

and first
namic Inventory of Basic Early

Litera-

Epping School
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cy).

This type of

test will

District

help teachers

in the early grades better track student

progress in reading.

Enrichment activities
For the sixth straight year Epping students are taking part in the Artist in
Residence program. Every K-5 student
will have the opportunity to participate. The Artist in Residence program

handed by a grant from the NH Counfor the Arts, funds from the Epping
School District, and money from assorted fundraisers conducted during
is

cil

the year.

Epping

Elementary
School is offering lessons in world languages after school. Epping Elementary Administrative Assistant Cheryl
This

MacLeay,

year

who was born

in Montreal,

Quebec, teaches the French

lessons.

Janina Hernandez, a teaching intern
from San Antonio, Texas, will teach
Spanish. Epping High School alumnus

Josh Denoncour has returned from Ja-

pan to offer lessons in Japanese. Enrollment in these programs has been very
high, an indication that there is a great
deal of interest in world language.

Epping Elementary has

just started

another after-school program called

Gadget Club led by Mr. Gregoire, the
Assistant Principal and Ashely Foster,
a para-professional. Students in Gadget
Club will work with Legos and computers to design and build robots and
other devices. The program is designed
to spur interest in science, mathematics
and technology.
After school programs this year
also include a

Homework

Grade 5 students stand in front of boxes of school supplies and clothes they collected to
donate to schools affected by Hurricane Katrina.

placed by Hurricane Katrina. Students

Epping PTO

from Cutoff, Louisiana welcomed our
donation of clothes and socks while
students from EllisviUe and West Jones
Elementary in EllisviUe, Mississippi received back packs filled with school
supplies and hand-written letters from
our students. It was very heart warming to see both the spirit of generosity
by our students and staff and the genuine thanks shown in the many letters
of thanks we received from these Gulf

The PTO continues

region schools.

on an

Mrs. Harris's grade 4 class worked

school and

after

money

for

the

made

crafts to raise

SPCA.

The Student

box tops

for

school supplies, plus raised funds for
the Exeter Area

Chamber of Commerce

Children's Fund.

under the direction of Mrs. True led a

dreds of volunteers

drive to collect school supplies, clothes

much

Jump Rope

Club, Friendship Club, Safety Skills

and

Library.

Student service projects
Epping students learned valuable

les-

sons of service to the community and

and

relief

money

for

students

dis-

the playground.

who

to our program.

contributed so

spon-

Once again PTO

vol-

unteers operated the daily snack pro-

gram, held a Halloween Dance and put

cream

ice

social.

organized a spring
well attended.

The PTO also
was very

fair that

Thank you, PTO.

Many thanks

to all the dedicated

food service workers,

tops for the Shriners and

trips,

field

Keeler and Mrs. Masury, collected tab

to the nation this year. Fifth graders

school programs include

for

performances by a story teller
and evening lectures for parents. The
PTO purchased and installed a slide
and miniature rock-climbing board for
sor

parents,

Volunteers
I am pleased to report that Epping Elementary was recognized as both a Blue
Ribbon and a Gold School for its volunteer program. Thanks to parent volunteer Abby Constantineau and Guidance
Counselor Toni Brown who recruited
and trained new volunteers and managed the schedules of the many veteran volunteers. Thanks also to the hun-

the World, and Adventure Club. Before-

transportation

Council, under the direction of Mrs.

Club, Study

Buddies, Leap Frog, Passport around

to be a major supEpping Elementary. PTO
fundraisers helped pay the cost of bus

of

porter

custodians,

teachers,

aides,

office staff

and

who work for the benefit of
our students and who make this school

volunteers

a wonderful place to learn and grow.

You

are

staff

working with great kids, please
free to call our school at 679-8018

feel

welcome

to arrange a

Mark

to see this dedicated

visit.

Vallone,

Elementary School Principal

Middle School
I

am both pleased and honored to write

the

first

Annual Report

dle School.

When

for

Epping Mid-

the Epping

nity voted to build a

commu-

new middle school

Epping School

last

March,

it
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make

traveled that will

we won't
new building

all

the differ-

be moving
until September
into the
of 2007 and are still challenged by
lack of space in the short term, Epping
Middle School has begun to forge an
identity that is based on best Middle
School practice as identified by the National Middle Schools Association and
the New England League of Middle
Schools (NELMS).
We can see evidence of our work
ence.

While

fully

through the following:
Before the start of the school
year, faculty and administration met
last summer along with a representative
from NELMS to produce the first Middle
School Student, Parent, and Staff Handbook. The entire Handbook can be accessed

on

line at the District's website.

There was a fairly significant shift in
philosophy from previous handbooks
in ttiat we are trying to promote those
behaviors we want to see from our students rather than rules and consequences for negative
for

behavior Expectations

students and staff are best represent-

ed through our six Guiding Principles:
1. Respect and encourage the right
to teach
all
2.

Be

and the

right to learn at

times.
actively

engaged

in learning;

ask questions, collaborate, and

communicate

truthful;

Be

and accountable

for

your choices.
principles are consistently

reinforced, especially through our ex-

panded Advisory Program and hopefully will be fully encukurated by the
time

we move

into the

and have grades
roof.

all

and

program will expand

this

to

three grades next year. Mentoring

support

is

also provided through the

Big Brother/Big Sister program.

Our

staff is deeply involved in
comprehensive professional development that is supported by NELMS
and our commitment
and UNH;
to our own learning should impact
student learning and performance. All
faculty are being trained in a NELMS
sponsored program for reading across
the curriculum. This program was chosen to address a need to improve stu-

quality,

.

dent literacy

.

.

levels,

a deficiency identi-

6, 7,

new

building

and 8 under one

meet the demands of high
We have had a solid core group of parents attend the initial PTO meetings and would encourwill

need

to

school and beyond.

age

all

parents to contact the school to

find out

how

they might better support

their student(s)

by attending

The Middle School's learning
environment requires a collaborative
effort with both the High School and Elementary School since we share space
with both schools. The coming year
will require an ongoing cooperative effort between schools as we all continue
our school improvement efforts while
trying to negotiate extensive construc-

and prepare

tion

three schools.

nity

UNH. NELMS

In the meantime,

month

several days a

who

spends

in our school to

I

would

like to

once again

it

will

make

for the

move

ing teaching

meet

listed previously rep-

resents only a starting point,

understand there are

Some

still

three schools.

and learning

that will bet-

prepare students for the constantly
changing world in which they live.

Respectfully submitted,

Epping Middle School Interim Principal

and we

of those challenges in-

communiand the community. In an effort to get parents more
involved, we have begun a Parent

Teacher Organization as well as a

bi-

monthly newsletter that gets sent home
with students. The purpose of each is
to provide forums for communication
and to establish the types of learning relationships necessary to ensure
all

to

all

we are not waiting
the new faciUty to be-

challenges

cation with parents

the success

school;

Gary Tirone

a Spotlight School.

The evidence

new middle

gin the necessary changes for improv-

ter

are attempting to

commu-

a significant difference to

students and staff in

ers with support for the progressive

We

thank the

for their support in vot-

ing to construct a

provide teams and individual teach-

middle school student needs as well as
to work toward becoming identified as

that will

be impacted in the short term as traffic patterns change and parking spaces

have members from all teaching teams (including the entire 7th
grade team) taking an onsite course in
Portfolios and Assessment provided by
their Teacher-in-Residence

move

on all
The community will also

we

also providing us with

for a

ultimately have a positive impact

are reduced.

is

func-

formation provided in our newsletter.

the State of
ally,

PTO

tions/meetings or inquiring about in-

through the yearly tests given by
New Hampshire. Addition-

fied

Striving for better

respectful

These

dents;

clude:

honestly.
6.

every student with
at least one adult in the building, we
have also expanded our mentoring
programs for students. We have established an affiliation with the University
of New Hampshire which matches up
college students with 8th grade stuthat connects

to meet.

yourself.

Be

gram

changes.

seek solutions.
3. Be on time to fulfill your daily
commitments.
4. Be appropriate; demonstrate
behavior that is considerate of
the community, the school, and
5.

In addition to our Advisory Pro-

decided, to paraphrase

Robert Frost, to commit to a road less

middle school students

High School
The phrase

I

would use

to describe

my

Epping High School is "on
the move". This year has been filled with
many exciting changes and challenges.
The most obvious change is that Epping
High School is its own school. We are
concentrating on Grade 9-12 issues and
establishing our own traditions.
We opened the doors to Epping
High School in the 2005-2006 school
year with 400 students, a new coat of
first

year

at

Epping School
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paint,

new lockers for our students, and

a renewed sense of working to help

Responsibility

•

responsible

all

children achieve their highest poten-

Rigor

•

first

and time to get reacquainted
with friends and faculty.
Within the first few weeks of

Tutoring and CARE Programs
In order to provide all students with
opportunities for success, we have established an after school tutoring program and a credit recovery section to
the CARE Program. The tutoring pro-

both being

and taking

responsibility for actions.

day was a celebration of
the start of an academic year with a
whole school meeting, a complete class

Our

tial.

is

pushing oneself to

is

achieve academically and
personally.

gram

schedule,

school,

we

hosted the

New

England

These words
slogan.

I

(NEASC)

change.

committee. This is the
accrediting body for secondary schools
in our region.

While

we

are

await-

still

ing their written report, they

left

us

and encourageour new pathway would lead

with a positive spirit

ment that

us to our desired goal of being a school
that is effective for all our students.

are the

catchy

a

filters I

use as

do not believe in change simply to
Any change must add to or offer opportunity for students to embrace
one of the new R's. To that end, I have
focused

all

of

my

energy into developif our

students can

be proud of where they

come from and have
ed

the tools need-

to achieve their goals, then

we

a school are successful. Success in

more than simply academic

is

In order to better service students and

It is

model the teaming approach adopted by the faculty, we formed an ad-

into the best

as
life

success.

our goal to help students develop

people that they can be-

by teachers

staffed

is

week and

is

five

available to all

days

Epping

High School students free of charge.
The CARE program has traditionally been an enrichment program. This
year we have added a credit recover
aspect,

as well as

GED

preparation

courses and courses in math, English,

and

science.

Northwest Evaluation Association

(NWEA)
Another tool that we are using to promote academic achievement is the
NWEA Measures of Academic Progress.

This

referred to as the

test,

or the "Map",

is

NWEA

a computer-based test

of a student's learning level in math,

come.

English language usage and reading.

ministrative team. Assistant Principal

Dagmar Franke works with our

a

ing a cukure oi Epping pride. For

Leadership
to

I

evaluate any potential changes to EHS.

Association of Schools and Colleges
visiting

They

not

are

District

Student Learning

Because the

SST students, and the
CARE program. Melorah Bisaillon, the
Student Services Coordinator, works
with student management and discipline. As the Curriculum Coordinator,
Jon Altbergs works with all teachers
to deliver instruction and heads the
Grade 9 team.
The structure of the guidance office has also changed. We now have
one counselor focused on Grade 9 and
another focused on Grade 10. This is
our first step in reorganizing to better
meet the needs of our students. Next
year one guidance counselor will work
with freshmen and sophomores while
the other will work with juniors and
seniors to focus on school-to-work and

This facet of our school has undergone

it

The emphasis is to
academic challenge to all students while providing academic sup-

works, giving a more accurate picture

college transitions.

providing students and parents with as

content. In years past, each department

much

has pieced together their curriculum
purchases leading to partial textbook

and

Why Make Changes?
My focus for the year
new
ity,

•
•

clubs

activities,

R's:

has been on the

Regard, Respect, Responsibil-

and Rigor. For me:
Regard is focused on
Respect

is

raise the

port to those students

who

struggle.

as well as respea for others

and

computer-based,

adaptive.

or easier for the student as he or she
of

what the student is able to do. Each
and some of our spe-

of our freshmen

Grade 9 Team
The Grade 9 team
the English,

composed of
math, biology, civics, and
is

special education teachers, as well as

the Grade 9 guidance counselor.
teachers

meet

The

daily to align curricu-

lum, share ideas, and discuss student
progress.

The team

also

the freshman seminar, a required class

on career options and
study skills. The team has focused its
efforts on success for all students by

that

focuses

information as possible on academic progress and growth. The team
instituted a freshman parent night. The
team also sends out weekly graded

have made significant improvements.
The freshman failure rate is on decline.
The failure rate for Grade 9 has decreased by 14%.

cial

education students will take this

test

that

is

designed specifically for

him or her. The test will give teachers
and students information about skills
and concepts individual students have
learned and will allow teachers to adjust instruction.

established

progress reports. All of these efforts
self-belief.

focused on self-respect,

ones surroundings.

the most changes.

test is

As a student answers
questions the test becomes harder
is

Purchase of Academic Materials
The school has developed a budget
cycle so that

purchasing

we

on

can concentrate our
specified

adoptions. This has lead to

curriculum

all

of our

departments constantly striving for equitable curriculum materials. With the
new budget cycle, each department

make

their purchases and be able
classroom instruction and curriculum as an entire department. It will

will

to revise

Epping School
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Coming Attractions

vices to 190 identified students.

Next year promises to be as exciting
as this year. The school will implement
its block schedule to allow us to better deliver the curriculum. A Grade 10
team will join the established Grade 9
team, and we will pilot our first bridging activity, which will allow students
to showcase what they know and are

speech and language
therapy, occupational therapy, behavioral consultations with our in-school

able to do.

from our Special Education teachers.

students have learned the essence of

Thank You

Our physical therapy services are provided through a certified contracted

the courses that they have taken as stu-

I

also help insure that

all

departments

receive the instructional materials they

need in

a timely

manner.

Curriculum

The courses

at

Epping High School now

have written curricula for the courses
offered using a consistent format and

methodology known as Understanding
by Design. Our next goal is to establish
assessments that measure how well our

dents.

These assessments and

essential

questions will also help us focus

school-wide
cus
the

skills that

we need

on so that our students will enter
work force and/or college with all

of the

skills

necessary to succeed.

Student Life
Epping High School continues to
fer

on

to fo-

many

of-

opportunities for students to

develop themselves beyond the classroom. At present, we have 15 different
clubs

and organizations along with

a

student government that offers students
the chance to learn leadership

commitment

skills,

varsity sports, a dance,

Our

football

team

is

in

and a bonfire.
its second sea-

son as an NHIAA varsity level sport
and went 4 and 5. The volleyball team
had an energizing season with many
tough fought matches that the 3 and
13 record does not represent. On the
soccer field, EHS once again experienced much success with both the
girls' and boys' varsity teams making

and the girls' varsity
team securing a New Hampshire State
Class M Runner-Up banner that will be
displayed in the gym. We are into basketball season, and both the girls' and
boys' teams are out on the court doing
it

to the playoffs;

Epping proud.

honor of working with an excellent
and motivated faculty, a respectful
and caring student body, parents who
are committed to their children, and a
community that cares about the future
and education. I am humbled by the
commitment that the community of
Epping has towards its youth. Thank
you for allowing me to be a part of this
great community.

Respectfully Submitted,

post-secondary support from our

School-to-Career counselor, and remedial instruction in specialized reading

programs, math, and written language

employee.

New Space
we gratefully await the ground
breaking of our new middle school ad-

While

dition, the Special

Education

staff is to

be highly commended for their creative
and innovative approach to finding effective ways in which to provide high
quality instruction from the Preschool
through High School level. At the SAU
building, we thank the Epping Head
Start program for sharing their space
and resources.

Dixie Bacallao Tremblay, Principal

to

munity service.
munity and abroad, our students continue to make wonderful contributions.
On the athletic field, our students
once again represented our community with style and grace. We held the
second annual homecoming celebration this year with home games in all

psychologist, adventure-based counseling,

privilege of leading

as

comThroughout the com-

well as develop a

thank you for the opportunity and
EHS. I have the

The

services include

Director of Special

Services
The Epping Special Education Department began the 2005-2006 school year
with a renewed focus on improving

Support Staff
The Special Education department is
supported by a paraprofessional staff
that is competent and professional.
These individuals are dedicated to supporting our children and expanding
their professional knowledge. These
individuals support students with
erate/significant

disabilities

mod-

through-

student outcomes especially in the area

out the school day in a variety of set-

of literacy as well as supporting dis-

tings.

trict initiatives.

Special Education staff

by

Our department

is

their willingness to

strengthened

go the "extra

members, in collaboration with their
peers, have been working to examine
best educational practice and share
ideas to enhance the students' ability

mile".

to access the general curriculum. This

tendent have given freely of their time

through the com-

and energy to make the Epping School
District a wonderful place in which to
teach and learn. It is a place I am honored to call my place of employment.
Thank you for all your support.

process

is

filtered

pliance process with the Individuals

with Disabilities Act (IDEA 2004), N.
H. Rules for the Education with Disabilities Act and No Child Left Behind

(NCLB)

The Epping Community,
staff,

school board

members and

legislation.

Respectfully submitted,

Catherine Zylinski

Services

As of December
trict

2005, the school dis-

provided special education ser-

parents,

students, volunteers, custodians,

Director of Special Services

superin-

Epping School
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Plan for Withdrawal from SAU 14

EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT

ANALYSIS AND PLAN FOR

WITHDRAWAL FROM SAU 14
2005 the NH State Board of Education recommended
plan be adopted for submission to the voters of Epping.)

(On December
that this

14,

(Copies of the appendices can be requested from SAU 14 at
213 Main Street, Epping,
03042, 679-8003)

NH

Epping

SAU Planning Committee
October 2005

Epping School
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Report of the Epping

SAU Organization Study Committee

RSA-194-C voted to approve the
Planning Committee to research and analyze the question of vi^hether the
Epping District should continue its membership in SAU 14 or to seek another form of SAU organization.
In March, 2005 the voters of the Epping School District, piirsuant to
creation of an Epping

SAU

SAU 14, made up of the school districts of Chester, Epping and Fremont, had seen a number of
developments and observations that led many residents in each community to question the value of
continued membership in the SAU. After several years of effort to work with the Epping District to fimd
and build a new high school in Epping, the Fremont District voted in 2004 for a long-term tuition
agreement to send its students to Sanborn High School. As a resuh of this action, the three tovms of SAU
14 would soon send their students to three different high schools- Pinkerton, Sanborn and Epping. This
development has made coordination of K-12 curriculum and program at the SAU level very difficult.

Over the past decade the

districts

gradually assimied

more

previously provided by the central office. For example, the

was eliminated

as each district hired

own

responsibility for services

SAU

and programs

position for special education services

director of special services.

In another instance, Epping
During the brief Epping-Fremont Cooperative Agreement, a parttune administrator was hired to assist in the planning of a new cooperative district and K-12 school
system. After the dissolution of the Epping-Fremont Cooperative School District, this administrator was
dedicated to the Chester School District. With these changes, Chester and Epping residents, as well as the
Eppmg Budget Committee, have more and more questioned the value of the services received fi-om the
central office relative to the tax burden of membership in the SAU.
hired

its

own

its

director of curriculum.

There have also been other

strains

on

SAU

14.

Both Chester and Epping have voiced

dissatisfaction

regarding a perceived lack of attention to their districts by the superintendent or a perceived lack of

SAU

services or by the cumbersome nature of operating a three-tovm SAU
SAU 14 takes
up nearly 400 square miles and is served by three different school boards. With a joint board governing
the SAU, administrators and board members have often been forced to spend inordinate amounts of time
at night meetings. They are further strained by their need to develop multiple budgets for the three school
districts and the SAU, the various Epping scenarios that have occurred under SB-2, the Epping Fremont
Cooperative, and the SAU withdrawal plans for two prior Chester Committees and the present plans for
Chester, Epping and Fremont Committees. SAU 14 staff must supervise and track a total of six collective
bargaining contracts which commits members to more evening meetings and more central office
management. Even the process of mvestigating SAU withdrawal requires the services of the
superintendent, further aggravating the strain. These time consuming operations serve to detract fi-om the
time needed to improve the educational programs in each district.
in the 21^' century.

During the summer of 2005, each of the three districts formed its own committee to examine continued
membership in SAU 14. Epping's Committee was made up of School Board members Scott Booth and
Robert Lonek, Budget Committee representative Paul Spidle, and Community members Joe Foley, Marci
Morris, Dick Marcotte and Mark Vallone.
Superintendent Barbara Mimsey served as a non-voting
member of the committee.

.
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Under RSA 194 1

Epping School

C: 2 HI, the duties of the Epping

SAU Planning Committee have been to:

Study the advisability of establishing a school administrative
control,

District

unit, its organization, operation

and

and the advisability of contracting, maintaining and operating a school or schools for the

unit.

2.

Estimate any related construction and operating costs for the schools.

3.

Investigate financial matters.

4.

Prepare educational and fiscal analysis of the impact on the remaining districts and disposition of
school administrative assets.

5.

Submit a report of

its

findings and recommendations to school districts in the existing school

administrative imit.

The Epping SAU Planning Committee met regularly beginning August 30 through October
Committee identified three possible recommendations to investigate:
1.

2.

Recommend that Epping remain in SAU 14.
Recommend that Epping withdraw from SAU

14 and form a

new SAU with

19,

2005. The

another district or

districts.

3.

Recommend that Epping withdraw from SAU

14 and form

its

own school administrative unit.

Members of the committee reviewed RSA 194-C and

studied the budget and organization of a number of
school adminisfrative units of similar-size communities as well as previous reports of school pla nnin g

The committee

also analyzed the budget impact of each

of the recommendation scenarios.
and con arguments related to remaining in SAU 14, forming a
with another community or communities, and withdrawing from SAU and forming a single

committees.

Finally, the committee discussed the pro

new SAU
district

SAU.

The committee looked
Litchfield

at the

which each have

2005-2006

their

own

SAU

budgets for Newmarket, Moultonborough, Raymond, and

school administrative units as well as their

own

high school.

The

was thought critical as Epping maintains its own high school unlike Chester
and Fremont. Committee members investigated the possibility of forming an SAU with Nottingham a
neighboring town with similar characteristics as Epping.
The group analyzed the budget and program
impact of various SAU 14 scenarios such as Chester's possible withdrawal from SAU 14 leaving Epping
and Fremont as partners. The committee requested and received from Superintendent Munsey budget
scenarios that were the most cost effective for each recommendation. Finally, the committee reviewed the
pro and con arguments for each recommendation. (See Appendices for details)
inclusion of a high school

September 28"^, the Epping SAU Planning Committee voted 5-0
SAU 14 and creating a single district school administrative unit.

On

By

law, the Epping Planning Committee

is

to

recommend withdrawing from

required to develop a plan for providing superintendent

all the requirements of RSA 194-C :4 and
signed by a majority of the pl annin g committee. The plan must be submitted to the Fremont and Chester

services for a proposed school adminisfrative unit that meets

Districts that

make up

SAU

14 with Epping, and be brought to the Epping District for pubhc hearing and

input at least 14 days prior to submission to the State Board of Education.

such hearings.

The plan may be revised

after

.

Epping School
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New

Board of Education must review the proposed plan within 60 days of
by RSA 194-C: 4 have been met. The State Board will
recommend either for or against the plan's adoption. The plan may be modified to address the State
Board of Education's concerns. The plan, including the State Board's recommendation, then goes to the
voters of the Epping School District for acceptance or rejection on March 14*, 2005.
law, the

Hampshire

submission to ensure that

State

all the

services required

on March 14"" vote to adopt the proposed plan, the plan
office will be created, effective July 1, 2006.

If a 3/5"" majority of voters casting ballots

approved.

A single district Epping SAU

is

to locate a new SAU office for Epping and concluded
remain in its present location in the former Epping Central School
building. This would eliminate the cost of building or leasing a new facility and also permit the districts
of Chester and Fremont to lease central office space and services if needed. Such an arrangement would
reduce the transition costs for these districts and increase the amount of revenue available to the Epping
School District.

The Epping Plarming Committee examined where

new SAU

that the

office should

recommend withdrawal, the Epping Planning Committee voted to accept the proposed
5, 2005. The committee met again oh October 19 to review the final draft and budget
and voted to recommend that the withdrawal take place July 1, 2006. The committee noted that,

After voting to

plan on October
estimate

SAU budget would rise due to a drop in the
how the State of New Hampshire counts
the home school student population. The committee concluded that moving to a single-district SAU in
2006-2007 would cost no more than continuing the present SAU 14 arrangement. The committee ftirther
if Epping did
official

not withdraw in July 2006,

its

share of the Joint

enrollment in Chester that was caused by a change in

concluded that the benefits of receiving
than just

50% of SAU

services for the

100% of central

same

cost,

would

office services in a single district

SAU,

rather

lead to substantial improvement in the quaUty of

education received by the students of Epping.

A Public Hearing on the Proposed Plan for Withdrawal fi-om SAU
p.m.

14 was held October 20, 2005 at 6:30
Epping High School Media Center. The following points were made by the committee.
SAU 14 superintendent answers to three bosses - Chester, Epping and Fremont.
There's no commonality between Epping's K -12 system and Chester/Fremont grade 1-8 systems.
The three district SAU negatively affects SAU and school accountability.
An Epping-only SAU will be directed and evaluated by only the Epping School District.
The Epping High School has different needs and priorities.
Coordination of initiatives and programs between the three districts has been an issue.
Epping may pay the largest share, but can be outvoted by the other two districts.
An Epping-only SAU will be part of the regular budget subject to control by SB-2. At present the
three districts determine the cost of the SAU and Epping must pay.
Epping schools need a system of setting goals and evaluating performance.
The cost of an Epping SAU ($339,000) is the same cost of participating in SAU 14 next year.
A single-district SAU is focused on Epping's needs and means 100% services for the same cost.
In the state formula governing SAUs, the larger district (Epping) subsidizes the smaller districts.
As Epping continues to develop commercially, Epping's cost to remain in the current SAU 14 will
increase proportionately getting worse in fiiture years.
Epping has multiple housing developments in the works and a single-district SAU makes sense.
Chester has formed a SAU Plarming Committee three times and has petitioned to withdraw from

at the

1

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

SAU
16.

14.

Fremont is sending their high school students
the Sanborn Regional School District.

to

Sanborn and Fremont will ultimately end up with

Epping School
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Chester successfully passes their plan to withdraw from

17. If

SAU

SAU

14,

Epping would end up

District

in a

with Fremont.

Epping Budget Committee supported the warrant article to study SAU cost and services. Epping
will receive 100% of SAU services instead of 50%. This is a win - win.
19. After receiving the Epping cost for the proposed 2006-2007 budget, the committee voted to
withdraw from SAU 14 effective July 1, 2006. It made no sense to remain.
20. The state SAU formula does not allow Epping to increase the Chester and Fremont share of costs.
21. Epping needs to determine its own fate. If not another district will likely determine it for us.
22. It is time for Epping to act and be on our owti.
23. The choice is to pay $338,000 for 100% of services and time in an Epping-only SAU or to pay
$338,000 for 50%) of services and time in a Chester, Epping and Fremont SAU.
24. In conclusion the Epping SAU Planning Committee recommends the withdrawal of Epping from
18.

SAU

14 effective July

1,

2006.

original plan has not been revised as no public comment requiring amendment was received. Copies
of this plan including appendices were sent to the chairperson of each of the three school districts in SAU
14. Copies were also made available at the hearing and at the schools, town library, and town hall.

The

NOTE:

summary of the State Board of Education response
(The response is noted on the cover page.)

This report will also include a

to the plan

and

its

appendices.

The Epping Planning Committee has

carefully considered options regarding the future of school

administrative services for Epping and believes firmly that an Epping-only SAU will provide the
maximxim services for the students of Epping and maximum value for all its residents. The committee
recommends that voters read the Committee's recommendation careftiUy, review all the information
provided and vote on this question in March 2006.

Respectfully submitted.

Epping

SAU Planning Committee

Robert Lonek
School Board Representative

Scott Booth

Paul Spidle

School Board Representative

Budget Committee Representative

Joe Foley

Marci Morris

Community Representative

Community Representative

Richard Marcotte

Mark Vallone
Community Representative

Community Representative

'
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2005 Ballot Results
OFFICIAL BALLOT
ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT ELECTION

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MARCH 8, 2005

i^
[(^'^"tl^

EPPING,

r
SCHOOL

DISTRICT CLERK

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTIERS
TO VOTE,

B.

Follow directions as to the number of candidates

completely

fill

in

whose name

C. To vote for a person

the

is

the line provided

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
Vote

3 years

RIGHT

I

JQ'^S

of

your choice

be marl<ed

for

•

(s) like this:

each

office.

on the ballot, write the candidate's name on
and completely fill in the OVAL.

3 years

qoZ

LONEK

to

not printed

Vole

JEFFREY LePUC
F.

for

the

SCHOOL DISTRICT
MODERATOR

no
more ihan 2

ROBERT

OVAL to

A.

lor

i

Vole

not

more Ihan

ROBERT GOODRICH

SCHOOL DISTRICT
TREASURER
RENEE PETTIS

^l^

for

not

more ihan

3 years

1

(Wnle-in)

l

r

IIS5

'—

(Wiile-in)

SCHOOL DISTRICT CLERK
Vole

3 years

lor not

more than

ROBINA. O'DAY

1

H 50
'—^

(Wme-ln)

SCHOOL WARRANTS
vote to raise and appropriate up to and not to exceed the sum
Hundred Thousand dollars {$12,500,000) (or the construclion and original equipping of a
middle school addition and a high school gymnasium, the renovation of the high school science labs and the creation of a stage area for the middle and high schools, and the payment of associated legal and banding costs,

Article
of

1

.

Twelve

To see

if

the

Eppmg

School

District will

Million, Five

to authorize the school

board

able and to comply with

$12,500,000

of

all

to apply for, obtain

and accept

federal, state or other aid.

laws applicable to such purchase,

bonds or notes

in

accordance with the provisions

to

if

any, which

may be

authorize the issuance of not

of the Municipal

avail-

more than

Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33).

authorize the school board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate o( interest
thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, and furthermore to appropriate an additional sum of $354,167
to

payment Said project ($ 12,500,000 Gross Budget) Is estimated to be offset by
up to 40% over the term of the bond ($5,000,000 Gross Revenue), with the net gross
impact of expenditure minus revenue of $7,500,000, not including bond interest costs and offsetting
Impact fee and bond investment revenue. (3/5-ballot vote required)

for

the 2005-2006 bond

state building aid of

/6b-?

YES

C.)

O

NO
3 an

Recommended by the Epping School Board
Recommended by the Epping Budget Committee
To see ttie Epping School Dislrict will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of one hundred-lifleen thousand dollars ($115,000) tor ttie purctiase of 5.9 acres more or less ot land (Map 22 Lot 49) abutting the
existing school site, the legal and surveying costs, and other costs associated w/lth Ihis purchase, to request from
the town the sum of one hundred-fifteen thousand dollars ($115,000) in collected impact tees to offset this appropriation, and to authorize the School Board to purchase this prooerty on such terms and conditions that the

Article 2.

if

School Board determines to be
eral taxation.

in

the best interest of the School District.

No funds

will

be raised from gen-

(Majority vote required)

Recommended by the Epping School Board
Recommended by the Epping Budgel Committee
To see the Epping School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred-ten thousand dollars ($110,000) to repair and/or replace parking areas and drainage problems, to replace hall lockers
and carpeted areas, lo investigate air ventilation at the elementary school, and to air condition the elementary
school gymnasium/multi-purpose room (Majonly vote required)

Article 3.

YES CJ

NO

C

i

if

Recommended by the Epping School Board
Recommended by the Epping Budget Committee

TURN BALLOT OVER AND CONTINUE VOTING

'

On

I

YES

NO
ol

v
)

1

t

]
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2005 Ballot Results
SCHOOL WARRANTS CONTINUED
To see Ihe Epping School District will vote to approve the cost item included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Epping School Board and the Epping Paraproftsssional Association, which calls tor
the following increases in salaries and benefits:
Article 4.

il

Year

District

Epping School

District
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Epping School Calendar 2006-07
Approved 2/9/06
August/September (24 days Elem.) (23 days EMH)
21
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2006-2007 School District Budget
MS-27

SCHOOL BUDGET FORM
BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
NH

OF: EPPING,

Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From July

1,

2006 to June 30, 2007

IMPORTANT:
Please read

1

.Use

This

this

form to

means

list

RSA 32:5 applicable

ALL APPROPRIATIONS

the operating budget and

2.

Hold at least one public hearing on

3.

When

all

in

special

this

to

the appropriate

and

all

municipalities.

recommended and not recommended
must be posted,

area.

individual warrant articles

budget.

completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on
and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address below.

file

with the school clerk,

This form

was posted with the warrant on

(Date):_

/

'f.^7/o^

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in ink.

T^

<^O.U\,W Ai^iiTfT.

THIS

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O.

BOX 487, CONCORD, NH

03302-0487

(603)271-3397

MS-27
Rev. 08/05

District
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MS-27

1

Budget

-

School

District of

2

EPPING,

NH FY 2006
3

District

Epping School

MS-27

1
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Budget

-

School

District of

2

EPPING,

NH FY

2006
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BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating

(RSA

VERSION

#1:

Use

if

you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items

LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL

1.

Total

10% Maximum Increase)
& 32:21)

32:18, 19,

RECOMMENDED

Budget MS7, 27, or 37)

UNIT:

Epping

by Budget

or

RSA 32:21 Water

FISCAL YEAR END 2007

Comm. (See Posted

Costs|

.
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DEFAULT BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL
OF: EPPING,

Fiscal Year

From July

1,

NH

2006 to June

30,

2007

RSA 40:13, IX (b) "Default budget" as used In this subdivision means the amount of the same
appropriations as contained In the operating budget authorized for the previous year, reduced and
increased, as the case may be, by debt service, contracts, and other obligations previously incurred
or mandated by law, and reduced by one-time expenditures contained in the operating budget. For
the purposes of this paragraph, one-time expenditures shall be appropriations not Nicely to recur in
the succeeding budget, as determined by the governing body, unless the provisions of RSA 40:14-b
are adopted, of the local political subdivision.

1

Use

2.

Post

3.

Per

this

this

form

to

list

the default budget calculation

in

the appropriate columns.

form or any amended version with proposed operating budget (MS-26 or MS-27) and the warrant.

RSA 40:13,

XI, (a),

the default budget shall be disclosed at the

first

budget hearing.

SCHOOL BOARD
or

Budget Committee if RSA 40:14-b

is

adopted

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397

07/04
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Default Budget

2

-

School

District of

Prior Year

(RSA

32:3,V)

INSTRUCTION

Epping FY 2007

4

3

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
(1000-1999)

Adopted
0|)erating Budget

_

District

.

..

Reductions
Increases

5
-

&

Minus
1-Time
Appropriations

DEFAULT BUDGET
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Default

Budget

-

School

District of

2

Epping FY 2007

3
Prior Year

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
Acct.#

(RSA

32:3,V)

Adopted
Operating Budget

4
Reductions
Increases

&

Minus
1-Time
Appropriations

DEFAULT BUDGET
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2006-2007 Warrant Article Information
WARRANT ARTICLE 1
WITHDRAW FROM SAU

14

& FORM AN EPPING SAU

COST

SAU
EPPING SAU

SAU

14

SERVICES
100%
50%

100%
100%

MEMBER

BENEFITS:
1.

NO ADDITIONAL COST TO COMMUNITY.

a.

Epping can operate

b.

SAU

Its

own SAU

for the

same

cost as remaining

in

SAU

14.

c.

budget will be part of Epping budget subject to official ballot vote.
Eliminates Epping subsidizing smaller school districts. Epping's future share of
SAU 14 costs will increase as Epping attracts more commercial development.

2.

100% SAU SERVICES FOR EPPING.

b.

A single SAU
A single SAU

3.

EPPING DETERMINES

a.

a.
b.
c.

will

will

be focused on Epping's needs.
be directed and evaluated by Epping.
ITS

OWN

Chester continues to pursue withdrawal from SAU 14.
Fremont continues to pursue a cooperative school district with Sanborn Regional.
The time is right to act now. If not, another district will likely determine our fate.

COST:

$0

TAX IMPACT:

RECOMMENDED
1.

2.
3.

FATE.

$0.00

BY:

SAU PLANNING COMMITTEE
EPPING SCHOOL BOARD
EPPING BUDGET COMMITTEE

Epping School
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WARRANT ARTICLE 2
BUDGET

2006-2007

BENEFITS:
1.

Maintains current scliool program.

2.

Continues

3.

implement student learning plans, separate the middle
and high schools, continue teaming throughout all schools, and improve curriculum.
Proposed budget is only $8,640 more than the default budget.

NOTE: The

witli district initiatives to

district

continues to work hard to balance educational improvements while meeting

the increased obligations and decreasing high school tuition revenue.

The school board per
and increased the

the request of the budget committee has reduced the budget by $200,000

revenue by $100,000. The budget cuts are spread throughout the budget with major cuts
technology and school administration. Additional revenue was identified in impact fees.

EXPENDITURE INCREASES:
Teachers' Collective Bargaining
Paraprofessionals' Collective Bargaining

Debt on Cafeteria
Health Insurance

&

Middle School Project

Speech Services
Electric

&

Fuel Oil

Transportation

Board Adjustments
Other

REVENUE CHANGES:
More State Tax & Education Grant
More Building Aid
More Food Service Funding
Less Tuition
Less Other
Fund Balance Returned Last Year

TAX IMPACT:

PROPOSED BUDGET
DEFAULT BUDGET
DIFFERENCE

in

Epping School
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EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET

2006-2007

PERSONALIZED LEARNING

ALL STUDENTS WILL LEARN

SUPPORTED BY:

^ NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND

^ NH PUBLIC SCHOOL STANDARDS
^ NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS &
COLLEGES
^ NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE OF MIDDLE SCHOOLS
^ EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT

District

Epping School
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PERSONALIZED LEARNING STRATEGIES
I.

STUDENT LEARNING PLANS
4

&5

/

Develop and implement student learning plans
Refine student learning plans in grades 6 to 8
Refine student learning plan in grade 9
Implement student learning plans in grade 10
Refine guidance programs in grades 1 1 & 12

v^

Assess individual student learning gains in language, reading

v^
v^
>^
•^

in grades

& math

SMALL LEARNING COMMUNITIES

II.

^
^

Continue teaming in the elementary school
Refine teaming in the middle school

•^

Refine teaming in grade 9

•^

Implement teaming in grade 10
Expand the CARE program
Continue to separate middle and high schools
Continue to develop middle and high school concepts

^
•/
v^

v^
•^

Continue to define school administration structure
Build the new middle school/high school gymnasium

v^

Form a

III.

•^
v^
•^

v^

^
v^
•^
•^

^

single district

SAU focused on Epping Schools

CURRICULUM
K to 12
K
to
5
Complete reflective science maps
Develop consensus social studies maps in K to 5
Train

all

teachers in curriculum

mapping
in

Complete reflective maps in all middle school subjects
Complete reflective maps in high school subjects
Develop high school competencies in line with outcomes & standards
Stay the course in district literacy & mathematics initiatives
Begin the coordination of district curriculum K to 12
Expand advanced placement options

Epping School
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Deliberative Session Minutes
February 9, 2006

upon completion of the

Moderator Robert
Goodrich opened the meeting at
7:09 pm. and Board members were

tion contingent

introduced.

unteers, as well as the voters, for their

Budget Committee Vice Chairperson Brenda McCartney introduced
the Budget Committee members in attendance. They were Jim McGeough
(Chairperson), Laurie Bentz, Liz Conrad, Michael King, Ron LaChance, Paul
Spidle and Mark Nickerson.
School Board Chairperson Sue
Kimball introduced the School Board
members and administrators in attendance. They were Board members
Scott Booth, Pam Tibbetts, Jeff LeDuc,
Superintendent Barbara Munsey, Business Manager Martha Williamson,
School Counsel Jill Desrochers and
Principals Mark Vallone, Dixie Tremblay and Gary Tirone. She also introduced School District Clerk Robin

continued support of the students of

Call

to

Order:

new

middle school building. Chairperson Kimball thanked all staff and vol-

Epping.

Moderator Goodrich read the Rules
of Procedure.

He

explained the pur-

pose of the Deliberative Session and
the process of voting for amendments.

same cost as

SAU

Board Chairperson Sue
Kimball read an opening statement

remaining in the present SAU and
receiving only 50% of the SAU ser-

thanking

EPTV for their continued sup-

port in taping all school board meetings
throughout the school year. She also
took a moment to recognize the EHS
Girls Class

M

State

Runner-Up banner

2005 soccer season. Chairperson
Kimball discussed the future building

services at the

vices? (3/5 vote required)
Recommended by the Epping School Boaid

Recommended by the Epping Budget Committee
Approved by the State Board of Education

for the

projects that will

be

starting

the Epping School District and

soon

in

some

of

the curriculum changes that have hap-

pened throughout the school

year. She
asked for patience this year from the

community as the construction process
be disruptive to both buildings
and fields by all organizations that use
them throughout the year. Chairperson Kimball also provided an update

will

regarding the reaccreditation status of
the high school. She reported that the

has been given
verbal notification by the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges
(NEASC) that Epping High School has

Epping School

District

been awarded conditional

accredita-

more

control of spending.

McGeough

of the Budget
Committee spoke in favor of this Article and stated that, in his opinion, this
is a financially wise move for Epping
to make.
There was some discussion about
future costs if Epping withdraws so Su-

Chairperson

perintendent

Munsey explained

the

fi-

nancial breakdown. She also explained

would most likely remain
same but that the District would be
getting 100% of the services for their
money as opposed to getting only 50%
of services for the same amount. Currently Chester and Fremont each utilize

that the costs

Epping School
District accept the provisions of RSA
194-C providing for the withdrawal
of the Epping School District from
School Administrative Unit No. 14
involving the school districts of
Chester, Epping and Fremont, in
accordance -with the provisions of
the Epping SAU Withdrawal Study
Committee's proposed plan to form
a single Epping SAU receivii^ 100%
Article 1: Shall the

O'Day
School

ing Epping

Chairperson Kimball made a Motion to
accept Article 1 as read. Seconded by
Member Tibbetts. Motion passed.
Member Booth presented Article
1. Member Booth stated that over the
last several years there have been

changes to basic services that have directed more time away from Epping's
needs as more services were being
re-directed to both Chester and Fremont. Accepting this Article would allow Epping to retain 100% of services
that they are already paying for. Approval of the Article would also allow
of contracting out

Epping the

flexibility

services to

Chester and Fremont, which

not available under the current system. Costs could be streamlined givis

the

25%

of the SAU's services.

George Kimball made a Motion to
restrict any future discussion on Article 1. Seconded by Jeff LeDuc. Motion
passed.

Epping School
and appropriate as an

Article 2: Shall the

District raise

operating budget, not including appropriations by special ivarrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth
on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the
first session, for the purposes set
forth therein, totaling $14,103,140?
Should this article be defeated, the
default budget shall

be $14,094,500,

the same as last year,
with certain adjustments required
by previous action of the Epping
School District or by law; or the
governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with
RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the
issue of a revised operating bu<^et
only. (Majority vote required)

which

is

The Epping School Board Recommends
$14,103,140

The Epping Budget Committee Recommends
$14,103,140

Epping School
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Chairperson Kimball made a Motion to
accept Article 2 as read. Seconded by
Jeff

LeDuc. Motion passed.

Member Jeff LeDuc

The Epping School Board

article.

that

presented this

they have

made an

feels

attempt this

year to keep costs as low as possible
realizing that the impact of the re-

administrators' salaries

handout.

ing costs to the budget.

some

member

tinue offering our children a quality

education, they need to keep learning
themselves so that every generation of
students can do better than the genera-

Tibbetts explained the

A

tion to

last year's

budget.

Mr. Kelly,

amend

Article 2 to increase the

tion before them.

Don Sisson made a Motion to Move
the Question on Article

2. Seconded by
Dianne Gilbert. Motion passed.
Mike Morasco made a Motion to

There were questions and discussion regarding the dues that the school

budget by $50,000, with the $50,000 to
be placed in the Technology Line. Sec-

restrict

pays to various organizations

onded by George Kimball.
There was discussion on the Motion and Budget Committee member
Liz Conrad urged voters to keep the

passed.

district

for their administrators, teachers

the School Board.
this is

It

and

was explained that

common practice

in

both private

and public sectors and that services
offered by these organizations to our
Board and administrators far outweigh
the cost of the dues.

There were some questions

re-

garding the breakdown of costs in the

budget and Superintendent Munsey

stated

need to keep
our technology equipment up-to-date.

technology and related costs,

town from

many of the taxpayers in
town. Member LeDuc stated that over
difficult for

was

that in order for our teachers to con-

$190,000 has been returned back to the

valuation to

It

discussion regarding

After

gentleman from the audience,
felt that the budget was presented well and costs seem to be inhne. In his desire to see technology a
priority in the schools he made a Mo-

town property has been

There was discussion regarding
and the increas-

explained the Revenue and Expenses
breakdown on page 9 of the financial

budget as previously presented and the
need to think about the hardship that

2.

further

Seconded by

on

Article

Scott Booth.

Motion

discussion

A reminder was given to attend the
polls

on March

I4th

from 8:00

Meeting was adjourned at 8:45

voters are already facing this year.

After a hand vote the Amendment
was defeated 27 against to 22 in favor.

Motion

to

amend

Article 2 failed.

a.

m.-

p.

m.

7:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Robin A. O'Day
School District Clerk
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Auditor's Report

Plodzik «& Sanderson
Professional Associalion/Accountants
193 North Main Street

•

Concord

>

New Hampshire

& Auditors

03301-5063 • 603-225-6996

•

FAX-224-1380

INDEPENDENT A UDJTOR 'S REPORT

To

the Members of the School Board
Epping School District
Epping, New Hampshire

We

have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental

activities,

each major fund and the

aggregate remaining fund information of the Epping School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 2005, which
collectively comprise the School District' s basic financial statements as listed in the table

statements are the responsibility of the School District' s managementfinancial statements based

on our

Our responsibility

of contents. These
is to

financial

express opinions on the

audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and
the standards applicable to financial audits contained in

Government Auditing Standards, issued by

the Comptroller

General of the United States, Those standar ds require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance

about whether the financial statements are

fi^ee

of material misstatement.

An audit includes examining, on a test basis,

evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
accounting principles used and significant estimates
statement presentation.

made by management,

An

audit also includes assessing the

as well as evaluating the overall financial

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to

above present fairly,

in all material respects, the respective financial

position of the governmental activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Epping

School District as of June 30, 2005, and the respective changes
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted
In accordance with

in financial position thereof for the year then

in the

ended

in

United States of America.

Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued

a report dated

September 30, 2005 on our

consideration of the School District' s internal control over financial reporting and our tests of compliance with certain

provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters.

The purpose of that

report

is

to

describe the scope of oui testing of internal control-over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that
testing,

and not

to provide

an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report

is

accordance with Government Auditing Standards and should be considered

in

an integral part of an audit performed

in

assessing the results of our audit.

The management' s discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information are not a required part of the basic
financial statements, but ate supplementary information required by accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America. We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of
management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the requited supplementary information.
However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it-
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Eppiug School District
Independent Auditor's Report

of foiining opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise the
The combining and individual fund statements and schedules are
presented for the purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. The
accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards is presented for purposes of additional analysis as required
by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget Circular A-13.3, Audits oj States, Local Governments, and Non-ProfU
Organizations, and is also not a required part of the basic financial statements of the Epping School District. The
combining and individual fund financial statements and the schedule of expenditures of federal awards have been

Our audit was conducted
Epping School

for the purpose

District' s basic financial statements.

subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, are fairly
stated in

all

September

material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.

30,

2005

PLODZDC & SAM)ERSON
Professional Association
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EXHIBITA-1

EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT
Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds
June 30, 2005

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Intergovernmental receivable

Inter&nd receivable
Prepaid items
Total assets

LIABILITIES

AND FUND BALANCES

Liabilities:

Accounts payable
Accrued salaries and benefits
Interfiind payable

Intergovernmental payable

Deferred revenue
Total liabihties

Fund

balances:

Reserved
Reserved

for

encumbrances

for special

ptuposes

Unreserved, undesignated, reported

in:

General fund
Special revenue funds
Capital projects funds

Total fund balances
Total liabilities

and

fiind

balances

District

Epping School

2005 Annual Report

District

EXHIBIT A-3
EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in

Governmental Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June

General

REVENUES
School district assessment
Other local
State

Federal
Total revenues

30,

Fund Balances

2005
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EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT

DETAILED EXPENDITURE & REVENUE DATA FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION (HANDICAPPED / DISABLED ONLY) ( ALL FUNDS)

REQUIRED PER RSA
EXPENDITURE

32:
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